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Abstract
Reflexive attention allows the visual system to rapidly select and prioritize important
visual information. As our environments are often changing, it is important to understand how
this selection process occurs in time. To this end, previous literature finds conflicting results.
Discrete display paradigms such as Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) find that attention
is able to select information presented simultaneously with a cue (Goodbourn & Holcombe,
2015) whereas smoothly changing displays show evidence that attention lags in extraction,
selecting information presented over 100 ms after a cue (Carlson, Hogendoorn & Verstraten,
2006). The attentional drag theory, a conceptual model of attention proposed in this dissertation,
accounts for this difference by attributing the latency in selecting information not to a difference
in the latency of attentional onset, as has been previously hypothesized, but rather to a difference
in the duration of attentional engagement. The model proposes that the temporal autocorrelation
of a feature (i.e. when features are perceived as smoothly changing) maintains attentional
engagement longer, extending the attentional window in time, which results in a later feature
selection. Conversely, a visual transient, such as a salient change in the feature of an object,
closes the attentional window, allowing for fewer feature values to receive attentional
amplification, and, consequently, an earlier selection.
The aim of this dissertation is to test the underlying assumptions of the attentional drag
theory. Firstly, the effect is demonstrated in a second feature dimension (orientation) and it is
shown that the temporal autocorrelation presented after the onset of attention, rather than before,
produces the selection latency increase. In examining the influence of a visual transient on
attentional engagement, results showed that a transient presented in a task-irrelevant feature can
trigger the disengagement of attention. However, this transient needs to be presented at the
attended location in order to have such an effect. This influence of one feature’s transient on
another’s sampling did not prove to be reciprocal though. When two features were extracted
from the same object it was found that a transient in orientation reduced the selection latency of
color but a transient in color did not have an effect on the selection latency of orientation.
Finally, exploratory analyses were performed on EEG data collected during feature information
extraction, but no neural correlates for the varied duration of the attentional window were found.
Together the results outline how visual transients and the temporal autocorrelation of a feature
affect attentional sampling and could shed important insights into how the brain parses
information in time to construct coherent object representations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The world around us provides a vast amount of visual information that would cost
a huge amount of time and energy for the brain to process. Instead of processing our
entire surroundings in great detail, the brain makes decisions about what information is
necessary to prioritize over others, through a set of neural mechanisms commonly
referred to as visual attention, in order to complete tasks and navigate through our
environment. This selection happens not only in space but also in time as objects in our
visual field can change in a variety of feature dimensions. These changes are often
temporally autocorrelated, in that the feature value of an object at one time point, say, the
orientation of a car as it rounds a corner, is predictive of the feature value of that object at
the next time point. Despite the fact that this sort of feature change occurs frequently in
the natural environment, attentional selection is typically studied in the laboratory by
presenting participants with sequential, discrete images such as a stream of alphanumeric
characters (Botella & Eriksen, 1992). Instead of the visual system being presented with
smoothly changing features, giving the perception of a single object evolving in time,
these static display paradigms present salient jumps in feature space, or visual transients,
as one image is replaced with the next at each timepoint. This dissertation proposes a
conceptual model of attention to explain how feature information selection is affected by
the temporal autocorrelation and transients of a feature, based off of two pilot
experiments. Through a series of experiments, the following chapters test the underlying
assumptions of this theory. The aim of this dissertation is to better understand how
attentional sampling differs depending on the way visual input changes in time (i.e.
autocorrelated or not). This work will thereby help elucidate how the visual system parses
continuous input in time and builds coherent representations of the changing world
around us.

Background
The term visual attention encompasses many methods by which the brain selects
information for enhanced processing. One dichotomy that researchers have often drawn is
between volitional attention and reflexive or transient attention (Jonides, 1981; Posner,
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1980). Reflexive attention consists of a set of neural mechanisms that allow for the rapid,
involuntary deployment of attention to a region of the visual field. This form of attention
has adapted to grab information quickly before it changes due to movement in the
environment or of the eye, either of which cause information to shift across the retina.
While reflexive attention is often studied through covert means with the eyes stationary
on a fixation cross (Hopfinger & Mangun, 1998; Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Posner, 1980),
in natural vision these mechanisms precede eye movements, directing the visual system
to foveate on a target (Shepherd, Findlay, & Hockey, 1986; Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, &
Irwin, 1998). In fact, the attentional and eye movement systems are so tightly coupled
that paralysis of the eyes impairs the deployment of reflexive attention outside the
oculomotor range (Smith, Ball, Ellison, & Shenk, 2009).
The rapid speed at which reflexive attention is deployed identifies it as one of the
brain’s first stages in target detection. The factors which influence the deployment of
reflexive attention have typically been explored through attentional capture paradigms.
By measuring the interference of distracting information on reporting a target, researchers
have mapped out the conditions that lead to one stimulus winning the competition of
attention over another. Presenting a color singleton distractor in an array with a shape
singleton target significantly increases target identification reaction time compared to
when a target is presented alone (Gaspelin, Leonard, & Luck, 2017; Theeuwes, 1992;
Theeuwes, 2004). These experiments demonstrate that, perhaps unsurprisingly, reflexive
attention can be captured by highly salient, yet task-irrelevant distractors. What is more
surprising is that capture can be contingent on whether a stimulus is a singleton in the
feature dimension that defines the target (Folk, Remington, & Wright, 1994). This
demonstrates that top-down goals also influence the deployment of reflexive attention.
Capture can even be caused by natural images that match the conceptual category of a
target (Wyble, Folk, & Potter, 2013) or by distractors that have been associated with
reward in the past (Anderson, Laurent & Yantis, 2011). Together these results show that
the triggering of reflexive attention is the product of both low-level salience signals as
well as high-level task demands.
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Studying which stimuli win the competition for reflexive attention sheds
important insights into how these sometimes competing influences of bottom-up and topdown signals are weighed in the brain. Additionally, the rapidity by which this decision is
reached puts important constraints on how information is organized and accessed. For
instance, theories, such as the feature integration theory (FIT) (Treisman & Gelade,
1980), propose that only simple features can trigger attention and then subsequently these
features are bound together to build representations differentiable at the categorical level.
However, the fact that complex conceptual categories can trigger the rapid deployment of
reflexive attention (Wyble, Folk, & Potter, 2013) makes it improbable that categorical
information is only available after this time consuming binding process. The time course
of reflexive attention is therefore a widely studied area of research because of what it tells
us more generally about how the visual system weighs information across the visual field
and what types of information (i.e. low level features versus categorical membership) are
available to us in the early stages of processing.
The time course of reflexive attention. A key feature of reflexive attention is its

automaticity and rapidity. Therefore, its time course, from deployment to disengagement,
has been studied extensively. Understanding the latency of attention as well as when it
disengages from a location is critical in understanding how one of the earliest gatekeepers
in visual processing works. Posner, Inhoff, Friedrich, & Cohen (1987) broke down the
operations of attention into 3 basic elements: disengaging attention from its current focus,
shifting attention to a new location, and, lastly, engaging attention at the new location.
These stages have not only been shown to have different influences on behavior, but have
also been tied to different anatomical regions of the brain (Posner, Walker, Friedrich &
Rafal, 1984; Posner, Choate, Rafal, & Vaughan, 1985). As the experimental work
proposed in this dissertation only explores attention deployed to a single location, the
bulk of this review focus on what is known about the engagement and disengagement
stages of attention rather than its shift. We will first cover what is known about the onset
of attention and the variety of methods that have been used to study its speed. Next, we
will explore what is known about when attention disengages from a location and what the
consequences are of this disengagement. Lastly this review will look at what is known
about what happens during an attentional window, what influences the duration of the
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window, and what are the theories as to why the brain discretizes visual information this
way.
Some of the earliest studies to explore the effects of reflexive attention used
exogenous spatial cues presented prior to target onset, either at the location of the target
or at a distractor location (Henderson, 1991; Henderson & Macquistan, 1993; Posner,
1980). By varying the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the cue and the target,
researchers were able to measure the point of maximal behavioral benefit, measured in
either reaction time or accuracy. This point of maximal benefit was interpreted as the
onset time of attention and was measured to be around 100ms post cue onset (Cheal &
Lyon, 1991; Müller & Rabbitt, 1989; Nakayama & Mackben, 1989). One criticism of this
method is that in judging attentional arrival by performance increases, the latency
measurement is based largely on where the threshold is set (Carlson, Hogendoorn &
Verstraten, 2006). Depending on whether the experimenter measures attentional onset as
being the point at which performance exceeds chance or the point of peak performance
can yield different onset times (Saarinen & Julesz, 1991). To address this issue, Carlson
and colleagues (2006) developed a smoothly changing display where the features of a
stimulus were temporally autocorrelated. The basis for this work actually dates back to
the 1880’s when Wilhem Wundt had participants report the position of a pendulum at the
time a bell rang (Wundt, 1883). The modern adaption of this was to present (on a
computer screen) an array of clock faces whose hands moved at a rate of 1 hertz. Clocks
were cued either exogenously (the rim of the clock flashed red) or endogenously (a line at
fixation pointed to the target clock) and participants reported the configuration of the
clock face at the time of the cue. The experimenters used the difference between the
reported configuration and what was actually presented at the time of the cue as a
measure of the lag in attentional deployment. The results showed that on average the lag
in attentional deployment was 140 ms to exogenously cued stimuli and 240 ms to
endogenously cued stimuli, which follows a similar trend seen in static cueing
experiments (Müller & Rabbitt, 1989).
Rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) has also been used to measure the
capabilities of attentional sampling (Broadbent & Broadbent, 1987; Raymond, Shapiro &
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Arnell, 1992). This paradigm forces the visual system to grab target information quickly
as subsequent frames present distractor stimuli in the same location as the target.
Participants prove to be quite able in selecting information this way. One of the most
notable accounts of this showed participants able to identify target scenes at a rate as fast
as 13 ms per stimuli (Potter, Wyble, Hagmann, & McCourt, 2014). RSVP paradigms
have demonstrated that the human visual system is able to select the stimulus presented
either simultaneously with a cue or at the next serial position in the stream, with an
average latency under 25 ms (Goodbourn & Holcombe, 2015). These RSVP studies show
a much faster deployment of attention than is reported in paradigms with feature temporal
autocorrelation, a discrepancy that will be discussed in greater lengths in the following
sections.
The second essential component in understanding the time course of reflexive
attention is the offset. Cueing studies show a peak in performance around 100ms
followed by a decline at longer SOAs (Nakyama & Mackeben, 1989). This performance
profile not only highlights the rapid deployment of reflexive attention but also its
transient nature. The waning attentional benefits at longer SOAs suggest that reflexive
attention is stimulus driven and cannot be sustained at a given location for extended
periods of time. It is important to note here that this decline at longer SOAs occurred
even though the cue was 100% valid. This means that even though participants knew the
location in which the target would appear, they were unable to keep reflexive attention
engaged there. Taken together with what is known about the onset timing, the results
suggest that reflexive attention allows for the rapid opening as the well rapid closing of
an attentional window, which briefly offers enhanced processing at a given location.
One of the consequences of closing this window is seen in the attentional blink
(AB), a phenomenon where accuracy for reporting a second target is diminished when it
is presented around 200 to 800 ms after the first (Broadbent & Broadbent, 1987;
Raymond, Shapiro & Arnell, 1992). This phenomenon has been observed using
alphanumeric characters as well as complex visual stimuli such as pictures (Evans &
Treisman, 2005) and words (Barnard, Van Gerven, Heskes, & Jensen, 2014). Early
theories of what causes the AB attributed it to a capacity limitation at the level of
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consolidation (Chun & Potter, 1995). However, this explanation is unable to account for
why the AB can be attenuated under some circumstance, for example, when participants
are engaged in distracting mental activities (Olivers & Nieuwenhuis, 2006). Nor can
capacity limitation theories account for why participants are better able to report a whole
string of presented targets rather than a marked subset of them when the former involves
more items to be consolidated (Nieuwenstein & Potter, 2006). More recent models such
as the eSTST model (Wyble, Bowman, & Nieuwenstein, 2009) and the Boost and
Bounce model (Olivers & Meeters, 2008), are better able to account for these finding by
proposing that the accuracy of a second target suffers due to the attentional suppression
triggered by the processing of the first target. Not only do these attention theories account
for behavioral findings, they are also supported by electrophysiological studies which
find that the N2pc, an event related potential (ERP) thought to reflect the deployment of
reflexive attention (Luck & Hillyard, 1994; Eimer, 1996), is diminished in response to a
second target presented during the blink (Jolicœur, Sessa, Dell’Acqua, & Robitaille,
2006).
While closing the attentional window has negative consequences for subsequently
presented information, such as decreased accuracy and a longer latency in re-deployment
at that location (Vul, Nieuwenstein & Kanwisher, 2008), this rapid disengagement may
allow the for faster shifts in attention. Chakravarthi & VanRullen (2011) found little
additional latency in switching attention from one exogenously cued stimulus to another.
Similarly, with EEG recordings, Eimer & Grubert (2014) found a 20 ms cost to N2pc
onset latency when participants needed to attend to a second subsequent target that was
displayed in a different location from the first. In both experiments the first target
disappeared at the time of the second target’s presentation. A positive consequence of the
rapid closing of an attentional window at one location may be that it allows for little
interference in deploying attention to a second location.
Extending the attentional window. Thus far we have discussed the rapid
deployment and disengagement of reflexive attention. However, under certain
circumstances attentional windows are seen to extend in time. For example, though
accuracy in reporting a second target is impaired during the AB time frame (200 to 800
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ms after the first target’s onset), it is actually improved at shorter lags (Chun & Potter
1995; Bowman & Wyble 2007; Olivers & Meeter 2008). This effect is referred to as lag1 sparing and is thought to be evidence of the attentional window extending to include
the second target. This extension of the attentional window has been pushed as far as to
include up to 3 or 4 sequential targets (Di Lollo, Kawahara, Ghorashi, & Enns, 2005;
Olivers, Van Der Stigchel & Hulleman, 2007), an effect termed “the spreading of
sparing”. It should be noted here that the targets presented towards the end of this
window do not have as high accuracy as those in the beginning. However, accuracy for
the last target is significantly higher when the intervening stimuli presented are targets
than when they are distractors. Lag-1 sparing and spreading of sparing results describe an
attentional window that, once open, can be extended by the continued presentation of
task-relevant information at that location. The idea of processing being discretized has
been proposed at higher levels of cognition as well (Bertelson, 1996; Craik, 1948)
however it is unclear what benefit, if any, there is in processing continuous visual
information in discrete attentional windows. One possibility is that discretizing
information helps preserve its temporal order as swap errors (reporting the second target
as having occurred first) are common in cases of lag-1 sparing (Chun & Potter, 1995).
These short timescale attentional windows could also be a foundational piece in larger
timescale discretization such as event perception (Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, &
Reynolds, 2007). In having participants watch videos of people performing a set of task
such as cleaning the house it has been found that event boundaries are reported
consistently across participants and perceiving such boundaries activate distinct neural
patterns (Zacks et al., 2001). Discretizing longer streams of information may have an
influence in how we store information into memory (Swallow, Zacks, & Abrams, 2009).
However, while discretization of information streams in time seems to occur on both
smaller and larger time scales, it is difficult to say how or if these two processes relate to
one another. Though it is presently unclear exactly why the visual system incorporates
these discretized attentional windows in processing information on short timescales, what
has been learned from phenomena such as lag-1 sparing is that the duration of these
small-scale attentional windows is not fixed but rather affected by stimulus information
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presented at time points after attentional onset. The circumstances under which a window
would be extended or terminated is the focus of the dissertation.

Exploring differences in RSVP and temporally autocorrelated display results.
The experimental work of this dissertation uses temporally autocorrelated features
to explore under what conditions an attentional window is held open. For brevity,
temporally autocorrelated feature changes will be referred to as smooth feature changes.
First, pilot studies are presented which lay the foundational results for the experimental
work of the proceeding chapters. These pilot studies are integral not only because their
results demonstrate the behavioral phenomenon which is the focus of this dissertation,
but also because they introduce the basic paradigm and analysis methods that will be used
going forward. Following the pilot work, a theoretical model of attention will be
proposed to account for the pilot data with the goal of this dissertation being to test the
model’s assumptions.
The aim of the pilot work was to explain the discrepancy in results between RSVP
and smoothly changing stimuli paradigms. In RSVP studies, participants are often able to
report the letter presented simultaneously with a cue, with a lag in information extraction
under 25 ms (Goodbourn & Holcombe, 2015). Conversely, studies using smoothly
changing stimuli show attentional latencies over 100ms (Carlson et al., 2006). One way
to account for the discrepancy in results is the fact that in RSVP each stimulus is
presented much longer (~100 ms) than a single configuration of a smoothly changing
stimulus (~20 ms). It could be that in presenting a unit of information for longer, its
cortical representation has sufficient time to strengthen or “ramp-up” (Figure 1). Imagine
then that when attention is deployed, say 100 ms after the target is presented, the
selection criteria was to grab the strongest representation in the system. Given that, at the
moment of deployment, the previous stimulus would have had more time to acquire
activation, attention selects not the stimulus that is currently present in the system but its
predecessor. Under this theory, the near zero lag in attentional selection latency seen in
RSVP is not a product of an immediate deployment of attention, but rather a consequence
of the coarse grain time steps by which information is presented in the paradigm. By this
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Figure 1: Illustration of "ramp-up" theory. The top depicts the stimulus input into the visual system through time in an
RSVP paradigm. The blue, red and yellow lines indicate the amount of activation of the neural representations of each
stimulus, ramping up while the stimulus is present and then slowly decaying when it is replaced by a subsequent
stimulus. On the bottom is the same theorized activation of the individual stimuli presented in a smooth display. The
first transparent grey bar indicates when the cue appears in each stream and the second shows the attentional
window. Notice that in both paradigms the distance between cue onset and the onset of the attentional window (the
lag in deployment) is the same. However, if attention is selecting the strongest representation at the time of
deployment, this means that in the RSVP case, the stimulus presented simultaneously with the cue is likely to be
correctly selected whereas in the smooth input case attention selects a stimulus many serial positions later. This
would then result in RSVP experiments measuring a near zero latency in selection while smooth display paradigms’
measurements would be much greater.

theory, smoothly changing stimuli, which present individual feature values very briefly,
would not allow for the same ramp-up of internal representations. The result of this
would be that the representations of past presented feature values would not have an
activation benefit over the representation of the currently presented value and so when
attention is deployed, it selects the present stimulus in the system. This ramp-up theory
proposes that the increased selection latency seen in smooth paradigms is a product of
superior methodology in measuring the onset of attention.
To test the ramp-up hypothesis, Pilot Experiment 1 changed the color of two disks
along a circular color trajectory updating either every 27 ms or every 108 ms. If the
reduction in latency from selection of smooth features compared to RSVP is the product
of presenting information to the system for longer, then there should be a near zero lag
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latency in attentional selection when color information is presented for longer compared
to shorter durations.

Pilot Experiment 1: testing the “ramp-up” hypothesis with fine versus coarse,
smooth presentation
Method. Twenty-five undergraduate participants were recruited from the
Pennsylvania State University subject pool and were compensated with course credit. All
participants were ages 18-23 years old with normal or corrected to normal vision. All
participants filled out an informed consent form prior to participating, in accordance with
IRB guidelines.

Figure 2: Schematic of Pilot Experiment 1’s paradigm. A) Two colored disks changed color at a rate of 4° every 27 ms
in the Smooth_fine condition or 16° every 108 ms in the Smooth_coarse condition. Participants had to remember
the color of the disk at the time of the cue (a white or black ring, depending on the participant). The frames
presented here were not presented sequentially in the actual experiment but are used for illustration purposes so
that the reader can see the progression of color change through a trial. B) The four possible color trajectories that
the colored disks could change along. The trajectory of each disk and its direction of change was randomly selected
at the beginning of each trial. C) The response screen presented to participants at the end of each trial. Participants
moved the mouse horizontally to change the color of the test disk and then clicked the mouse to select the color
that best matched their memory.
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Stimuli & Apparatus. Participants sat 63.5 cm away from a 16-inch CRT monitor
(1024x768, 75 Hz refresh rate) using a chinrest. The stimuli used in this experiment were
two colored disks 2.7° of visual angle in diameter. Each dot was 3° to the left or right of a
grey fixation cross on the center of the screen. The background was grey (RGB values:
[120, 120, 120]). There were four different circular color trajectories by which the dots
changed (Figure 2B). These trajectories were defined in Lab color space where L is the
lightness and a and b are green-red and blue-yellow components respectively. First the
center of each circular trajectory was set in a and b coordinates ([0,0], [50,0], [20, 50], [40, 30], respectively). The L parameter was set at 70 for each trajectory with the radius of
the circle set to 60. From these parameters, 360 points along each circular trajectory was
calculated (Figure 2C). While the trajectories were calculated from Lab color space, the
monitors used were not color-calibrated and so actual color values may differ. The RGB
values for all four color trajectories, as well as the code used for each paradigm and
analysis presented in this dissertation can be accessed on the OSF (https://osf.io/j54s9/).
On every trial the color trajectory for each disk was randomly chosen without
replacement. The starting color and the direction of change were also randomly chosen
per disk at the start of every trial. Stimuli were presented using MATLAB 2012 with
Psychophysics Toolbox-3 extension (Brainard, 1997).
Procedure. Participants were told to keep their eyes on the fixation cross in the
middle of the screen while monitoring a changing color disk on either side (Figure 2A).
Participants were instructed to remember the color of the disk when the cue (a white or
black ring, counterbalanced across participants but consistent throughout the experiment)
flashed around it. Between 2,700 and 5,400 ms after the start every trial the cue ring was
simultaneously presented around one of the disks and a distractor ring (the other color of
the cue, white or black depending on the participant) was presented around the other disk.
Both rings appeared for 27 ms. The side on which the cue appeared was randomized
across trials. The two disks continued to change for another 810 ms after the onset of the
cue and distractor ring.
A report screen appeared at the end of every trial and instructed participants to
move the mouse horizontally to change the color of a test disk presented at the center of
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the screen to match the color of the cued disk as it was presented at the time of the cue
(Figure 2C). The test disk changed colors through the cued disk’s color trajectory at a
rate of 2 degrees per pixel as the participant moved the mouse horizontally. When the
participant found the color that best matched his or her memory, he or she clicked the
mouse to select it. The screen then went blank and presented participants with a score
from 0 to 100, in which a score of 100 indicated that they had reported the exact color
presented at the time of the cue and score of 0 meant that they had reported the color 180
degrees away from the target color. The score did not indicate the direction of error.
There were two conditions in this experiment, each with 44 trials that were
intermixed within block. In the Smooth_fine condition, the color of the disks advanced
along their color trajectories by 4° every 27 ms. In the Smooth_coarse condition, the
color of the disks advanced 16° every 108 ns. Importantly, in both conditions, the average
rate of change along the circular trajectory was the same, but coarser increments were
taken in the Smooth_coarse condition.
Results. The data analyzed in this experiment and all following experiments is the
difference between the reported feature value and the feature value actually presented at
the time of the cue. Calculating this difference for every trial then yields a distribution of
errors in degrees. This distribution is then fit with a mixture model that has been used in
previous research analyzing continuous report data (Zhang & Luck, 2008). The first is a
uniform distribution. The second is a von Mises distribution which is a Gaussian
distribution for circular data used to characterize trials in which an informed report is
made. The three parameters that are estimated with this mixture model are the percentage
of guessing, the standard deviation or precision of the informed reports, and the mean of
the informed reports, which can be translated into an estimate of the temporal shift of the
feature value selected using the SOA. The parameters in this experiment and all of those
following were fit using a grid search method.
The key parameter reported and analyzed throughout this dissertation is the mean
of the fitted von Mises (the average selection latency of informed reports). Because this
metric was the only one of interest it is the only one presented and analyzed here.
However the means and standard deviations of the fitted von Mises in all experiments
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have been included in the appendix. To test for significant differences in mean selection
latency, a permutation analysis was implemented where participants’ data were shuffled
in order to simulate a pattern of data that would have been generated by chance. For
example, in Pilot Experiment 1, a given participant’s Smooth_fine trials were randomly
put into Distribution 1 or Distribution 2 and their Smooth_coarse trials were put in the
other distribution. After doing this for all participants, a mixture model was fit to both
distributions and the difference between their mean parameters was calculated. This
process was repeated 1,000 times, resulting in a distribution of generated mean
differences. This distribution represents the null distribution of differences generated
under the assumption that there is no difference between conditions. The real difference
between the means of the Smooth_fine and Smooth_coarse conditions is then compared
to this distribution in order to calculate a p-value.
A bootstrapping method was also used here and in the proceeding experiments in
order to calculate a 95% confidence interval around the mean. To do this, for each
condition, the trials of a given participant were sampled without replacement. In this way
bootstrapping was stratified within participants. This was repeated for each participant,
and a mixture model was fit for the new bootstrapped data of each condition. This
procedure was repeated 1,000 times in order to obtain an estimate for the 95th and 5th
percentile for each condition’s mean.
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In Pilot Experiment 1, participants selected the color presented 209 ms, 95% CI
[195, 229], after the cue in the Smooth_fine condition compared to 162 ms, 95% CI [141,
180], in the Smooth_coarse condition (Figure 3). This difference in mean selection
latency was statistically significant, p = .007.
Discussion. The results showed a significant reduction in the average selection
latency from the Smooth_fine to the Smooth_coarse presentation, as did a replication
study not presented here. These results are somewhat consistent with the ramp-up theory
in that the condition which presented color values for longer exhibited a shorter latency.
However, even though the SOA for the Smooth_coarse condition (108ms) is of similar
duration to those used in RSVP paradigms, there was still a much greater mean shift in
selection of information in the Smooth_coarse condition than what is typically seen in
RSVP experiments (Goodbourn & Holcombe, 2015). This suggests that while increased
strength of representations in visual cortex may be contributing to the reduced latency
seen in RSVP paradigms, it is not able to account for the entire latency reduction across
paradigm types.
While the difference in SOA across paradigms may be a contributing factor,
another difference between the two paradigm types is the temporal autocorrelation of
features. In RSVP, distinctly different stimuli are presented sequentially, creating salient

Figure 3: Temporal error histogram for Pilot Experiment 1. In the Smooth_fine condition the color changed by 4°
every 27 ms whereas in the Smooth_coarse condition the color changed by 16° every 108 ms. Means are noted
numerically as well as marked on the graph with a red vertical line. The vertical grey line denotes the time of the cue
(time zero).
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jumps in feature space through time. Conversely in paradigms where objects appear to be
smoothly changing, each “new” stimulus presented is closely related to the last in feature
space, creating an autocorrelation through time. It could be that once deployed, the
smooth feature changes at the attended location keeps attention engaged for longer than
would a salient jump in feature space. This idea is similar to some theories of object
substitution masking (OSM), a phenomenon by which participants are less able to report
a target when a sparse mask is presented simultaneously with the target and then persists
on the screen after the target has disappeared (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000). This effect is
eliminated when the mask and target appear to not be part of the same object which has
led to the theory that OSM is the product of object updating (Moore & Lleras, 2005). The
theory is that when the mask shares object properties with the target, the visual system
does not create a new object file for the mask but rather, when the target disappears and
only the mask remains, the target’s object file is erroneously updated with the mask,
thereby erasing the target information. This theory has also been used to explain the Flash
Lag Effect (FLE). In FLE experiments, participants watch a stimulus move in a circular
trajectory and try to estimate its position at the time another stimulus flashes. Participants
typically judge the target stimulus as having been positioned later in its trajectory than it
actually was at the time of the flash (Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000). This lag in
information extraction has been seen not only in location, as the FLE is classically
associated with, but also in other feature domains such as color, luminance, spatial
frequency and entropy (Sheth, Nijhawan, & Shimojo, 2000). A reduction in the FLE is
seen when the target is replaced by a new object with dissimilar features after the flash
(Moore & Enns, 2004). One theory has accounted for this by suggesting that the FLE is
produced by the same mechanisms responsible for OSM. Since later presentations of the
stimulus share the same motion profile, an object file is formed for the target object and
continues to be updated even after the flash. This effectively replaces the target stimulus’
position at the time of the flash with a later held position. This theory explains why a
reduction in FLE is seen when the target stimulus drastically changes in size immediately
after the flash (Moore & Enns, 2004). This drastic change between stimuli allows for a
new object file to be created and therefore the target’s position at the time of the flash is
not updated by information from later time points.
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The results of Pilot Experiment 1 as well as findings in the OSM and FLE
literature suggest that perhaps smooth feature changes allow a stimulus to maintain
attentional engagement, extending the attentional window in time. This extension could
be responsible for the later selection of feature values seen in paradigms with smoothly
changing features compared to RSVP. To test this, the second pilot experiment
introduced a new condition, the Random condition, where a random color was selected
for presentation every 108 ms. This Random condition was compared to trials where the
color changed at the same SOA but feature values were similar from time step to time
step (i.e. smooth change).

Pilot Experiment 2: testing the effect of a feature’s temporal autocorrelation with
smooth and random color presentation.
Method. A sample of 25 participants were recruited from the Pennsylvania State
University subject pool for this experiment. All subjects were ages 18-23 with normal or
corrected to normal vision. Participants filled out informed consent forms prior to
participating in the experiment.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same stimuli and method of display used in Pilot
Experiment 1 were used in Pilot Experiment 2.
Procedure. Pilot Experiment 2 was similar to Pilot Experiment 1. Again,
participants were monitoring two changing color disks and told to remember the color of
the disk at the time of the cue. The same cueing method that was used in Pilot
Experiment 1 was used here. There were two conditions in this experiment. The Smooth
condition was the exact same as the Smooth_coarse condition of the previous experiment
in which the color disks changed 16° along their circular color trajectory every 108 ms.
Again, the direction of change for each disk was randomly selected for each trial. In the
Random condition the color of each disk changed pseudo-randomly ever 108 ms with the
restriction that the new color presented had to be at least 30° from the previous color. The
color trajectory and the starting color for each disk was randomly selected at the
beginning of each trial in both conditions. The disks changed for 810 ms after cue, after
which participants reported the color of the disk at the time of the cue using the same
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report method as described previously. There were 44 trials in each condition, randomly
intermixed within block.
Results. In the Random condition, the difference between the reported color and
cued color could not be translated into time as it could be calculated in the Smooth
condition, where change along the color trajectory was constant through time. Therefore,
in order to compare the data across conditions, the error distributions needed to be
discretized. The following analysis will be used throughout this dissertation whenever a
randomly changing feature condition is being analyzed.
On each trial the difference was taken between the reported color and every color
presented in the seven temporal positions before and after the cue (the cued color
included). The temporal error for that trial then was determined by the minimum
difference (i.e. the temporal position of the presented color which was closest to the
reported value) and translated into milliseconds using the SOA. A trial was excluded in
the event of a tie (where the reported value was an equal distance from the two closest
colors presented). Additionally, if the minimum difference from the presented colors to
the reported value was greater than 16 degrees (of the 360 degrees of the circular color
trajectory), that trial was also excluded from analysis. This exclusion criterion was
chosen a priori as a compromise between the Random condition, which requires no such
criteria, and the Smooth condition which does in order to avoid edge effects.
A similar permutation analysis was run on the discretized data of this experiment
as was run on the continuous data of Pilot Experiment 1. In this experiment, instead of
fitting a mixture model, on every permutation, the average of these two distributions
(each with Smooth and Random data, randomized with the same method used previously)
was computed and the difference between those averages was taken. This was repeated
10,000 times, building a null distribution of mean differences that would have resulted if
there were no difference between the two conditions. Similarly to Pilot Experiment 1, the
real mean difference between the Smooth and Random condition was then computed and
compared to this permuted null distribution in order to calculate a p-value. A stratified
bootstrapping of the data was performed (to account for the uneven number of trials per
participant due to the exclusion criteria) in order to calculate 95% CI intervals around
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each condition’s mean selection latency. This was done by drawing 10,000 bootstrapped
samples and taking the average for each condition to estimate a range of possible means.
Five trials (SD = 3) were excluded from the Smooth condition and 7 trials (SD =2)
were excluded from the Random condition for each participant on average. The mean
selection latency for the Smooth condition was 112 ms, 95% CI [92, 131], compared to 2
ms, 95% CI [-19, 26], in the Random condition. The difference between mean selection
latency was significant, p < .001, across conditions (Figure 4).
Discussion. The Random condition of this experiment replicates results in the
RSVP literature by showing a near-zero latency in information selection. The Smooth
condition also replicates previously found larger selection latencies seen in other
paradigms with smoothly changing features. In both conditions each feature value was
presented for the same amount of time and attentional deployment was triggered using
the exact same cueing method. The Random condition shows that attention is deployed
rapidly in response to the cue, such that the feature value presented simultaneously can be
extracted and stored. This reduction in latency compared to the Smooth condition
however cannot be explained by the ramp-up theory as color representations would have
had equal time to accumulate activation in both conditions. Instead, the results suggest
that the influencing factor on selection latency is the relationship between feature values

Figure 4: Temporal error histograms of Pilot Experiment 2. In order to compare mean selection across conditions,
report data was discretized (described in text). In the Smooth condition the color changed along a circular trajectory
by 16° ever 108 ms whereas in the Random condition a pseudo-randomly selected color was presented every 108 ms.
The grey vertical line in each graph denotes the time of the cue and the red vertical line denotes the mean selection
latency for that condition.
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from one time step to the next. The only difference between the Smooth and Random
condition was that in the Smooth condition, feature values presented were similar to their
temporal neighbors. In this dissertation it is proposed that this smooth feature change
presented after the onset of attention is responsible for extending attentional engagement
at that location, resulting a later selection of feature information.

A proposed model of attention and dissertation overview
Based on the results of the two pilot studies as well as past literature, the
following theoretical model of attention is proposed, referred to as the attentional drag
theory. When attention is exogenously cued to a location, reflexive mechanisms rapidly
deploy attention to the cued location at a speed, which, under the correct conditions,
allows the visual system to extract information presented simultaneously with the cue or
with such a short latency that it is difficult to discern from time of the cue given the
current methodologies and sample sizes. This initial deployment of attention opens a
short, temporal window in which visual processing at the cued location is enhanced. A
transient feature change presented after the cue at the attended location (such as is
exhibited in RSVP paradigms or in the Random condition) triggers the closing of this
attentional window (Figure 5). The rapid closing of the attentional window after the cue
means less attentional sampling in time and therefore fewer feature values that have been
amplified. This narrowed selection of presented feature values results in the accurate
report of information presented simultaneously with the cue. Conversely, under
circumstances such as those in the Smooth or Smooth_fine conditions, where features at
the attended location exhibit temporal autocorrelation, attentional engagement is
maintained, and the window is held open rather than rapidly closed. This extension of the
attentional window results in the continued sampling of feature values presented after the
cue (Figure 5). While the attentional drag theory does not make any explicit claims as to
how the ultimate feature value is selected for report, the theory posits that by amplifying
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an increased number of feature values presented after the cue, the probability of reporting
a later feature value increases.
Temporal autocorrelation of a feature is not able to hold the attentional window
open indefinitely, as is evident by the fact that participants are not reporting the last color
presented in trials where the color changes smoothly. This suggests that the attentional
window can be closed by means other than a transient, which the model accounts for by
assuming a time constant at which attention at the cued location decays. However, the
model proposes that the presence of a smoothly changing feature does extend the
attentional window, resulting in later feature selection in dynamic display paradigms.
Importantly, this dissertation does not aim to test whether temporal autocorrelation of a
feature extends the attentional window or if a transient feature change shortens it. Rather,
the attentional drag theory proposes that temporal autocorrelation and transients have
two, diametrically opposed effects on the attentional window. Temporal autocorrelation

Figure 5: An illustration of the attentional drag theory. The attentional window (here depicted as a grey transparency)
is extended in time when color changes exhibit temporal autocorrelation (as in the Smooth condition of Pilot
Experiment 2). This results in an extended number of possible colors that could be selected for report. Conversely, in
the case of a feature transient, such as when colors are changing randomly, the attentional window is terminated
earlier and the number of possible feature values selected is limited.
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of a feature extends the attentional window, whereas a lack of temporal autocorrelation,
or a transient, abruptly closes the attentional window.
The following chapters of this dissertation will test the assumption of this theory
by further exploring the behavioral phenomenon found in the pilot work. Firstly, Chapter
2 will explore the influence of smooth feature change on the attentional window. Two
important assumptions of the model are explored here. The first is that smooth feature
change in any feature dimension at a cued location will extend the attentional window.
The second assumption is that only the smooth feature change presented immediately
after the onset of attention will extend the attentional window. The experiments of
Chapter 2 will explore these assumptions by extending the pilot findings in color to also
include orientation, as well as test the effects of smooth feature on selection latency when
smooth feature change is presented either before and after the cue. Chapter 3 will then
explore the opposing influence of a transient on the attentional window. The attentional
drag theory proposes that this form of attention is applied at the spatial level. This means
the theory would predict that any transient at the cued location would lead to a shortening
of the attentional window and therefore an earlier extraction of feature information.
Chapter 3 tests these assumptions by introducing transients at the cued location in other,
task-irrelevant feature dimensions as well as outside the cued location. Next, Chapter 4
continues to test whether the attentional window is applied at the spatial level or at the
feature level by looking at the effects of smooth and transient feature changes when
multiple features of an object are sampled. Finally, Chapter 5 investigates the possible
neural correlates of the behavioral phenomenon explored throughout this dissertation.
This final chapter lays experimental groundwork for future research by conducting
exploratory analyses using a wavelet transformation and a machine learning decoder.
The aim of this dissertation is to test the theoretical model of attention outlined
above by exploring how smooth and transient feature changes affect how the visual
system samples information in our environment. Not only will this work provide a
theoretical framework by which to compare results from a wide range of paradigms used
in the attention literature (RSVP, cueing, temporally autocorrelated displays…etc.), it
will also provide some insights into possible attentional mechanisms involved in more
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natural vision. The original intent of the temporally autocorrelated display paradigms that
inspired this dissertation work (i.e. Carlson et al., 2006) was to more accurately measure
the onset of attention. However the attentional drag theory proposes that this selection
latency may in fact be the product of extended attentional engagement rather than a delay
in onset. If so, these experiments may have uncovered an important aspect of attentional
sampling, namely, that temporal autocorrelation of a feature (or lack thereof) affects how
the visual system samples information. Abrupt onset, as is so typically used in attention
tasks, is rare in the natural environment. Instead, objects often persist in the visual field,
changing smoothly in time. Therefore, this effect of smooth feature changes on the
attentional window, which is missed in the use of static displays in the lab, might be
critical to understand how the attentional system is operating in the real world.
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Chapter 2: When does a feature’s temporal autocorrelation affect
the duration of attention?

The attentional drag theory proposes that smooth feature changes will extend the
attentional window, leading to larger latencies in information selection, whereas a
transient change in feature space will lead to a disengagement of attention and thus an
earlier selected feature value. To refine and test this theory, chapter 2 focuses on the role
of smooth feature change by testing a number of assumptions incorporated in the
attentional drag theory.
The first assumption of the theory is that the increased selection latency seen
when features change smoothly is a general property of attentional selection. However
the pilot results have only demonstrated this effect in the color domain and thus have not
ruled out that this increased selection latency is not due to some mechanism specific to
color processing. Therefore the first experiments of this chapter extend the results of the
pilot work into a new feature domain: orientation.
The next assumption addressed in this chapter is that smoothness is only
necessary immediately after the deployment of attention in order to extend the attentional
window. The attentional drag theory attributes the reduction in selection latency seen in
the Random condition of the pilot work to the abrupt feature change presented after the
cue. However, in the Smooth and Smooth_fine conditions smooth feature changes were
presented both before and after the cue. It is therefore unclear if the visual system is using
the smooth trajectory presented prior to the onset of the cue or if the feature changes
presented after the cue are what is driving the effect. This will be tested two ways. The
first test will vary how color changes before and after the cue. Then, building on those
results, the second test will determine if disrupting a smoothly changing feature only
briefly after the onset of attention is enough to affect when information is extracted. The
set of experiments in this chapter work to both generalize this effect to other feature
domains as well as to narrow when exactly this smooth feature change is critical in order
to have an effect on attentional sampling.
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Experiments 2.1: Extending findings in color to orientation
Color is used in the majority of experiments in this dissertation work because it is
one of the few features of an object that can be changed while still occupying the same
exact area of the visual field (unlike orientation or shape). This allows for some assurance
that during the experiment participants are monitoring the changes in color rather than
tracking some unintended feature such as spatial configuration or position (as could be
the case with orientation). The use of color in these experiments is not intended to imply
that the lag in feature extraction that we see in the pilot work is exclusive to color
sampling though. The attentional drag theory attributes this lag to a general property of
how attention samples information changing in time. However, as this effect has
currently only been demonstrated in the color domain, it is yet untested as to whether this
effect is the product of color-specific processing or a more general system of attention.
To do this, Experiment 2.1a first aims to replicate the results of Pilot Experiment 1 using
orientation. This is done by comparing selection latencies of orientation when an object is
changing smoothly by smaller or larger increments in both time and feature space. If
orientation is sampled in the same manner as color, it is expected that there will be a
larger selection latency when orientation changes by smaller rather than larger
increments, as was exhibited by color in Pilot Experiment 1. Next, Experiment 2.1b tests
whether the same reduction latency is seen when orientation changes smoothly compared
to randomly, as was demonstrated in color in Pilot Experiment 2.
Experiment 2.1a Method. Twenty-one participants, age 18-21, were recruited
from the undergraduate subject pool. All participants had normal or corrected to normal
vision and filled out informed consent forms before participating in accordance with the
IRB office of the Pennsylvania State University. The sample size used in this and all
proceeding experiments was based off the sample size used in the pilot experiments.
Stimuli & Apparatus. A 16-inch CRT monitor (1024x768, 75 Hz refresh rate)
placed 63.5 cm away from participants’ headrest was used to present stimuli. The stimuli
for this experiment consisted of two T-shapes, presented on either side of a fixation cross
(3° of visual angle separation between the center of T-shape and the fixation cross). The
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T-shapes were a pink color (RGB values: [255, 120, 170]) and remained this color
throughout the experiment. The shapes subtended 1.8 x 2.7° of visual angle. The cue (a
white or black circle, 3.5° of visual angle in diameter) was always the same color
throughout the experiment but counterbalanced across participants. The distractor ring
was the other color of the cue (black or white depending on the participant). The
background of the screen was grey (RGB: 120, 120, 120).
Procedure. Participants were told to keep their eyes on the fixation cross while
monitoring the two rotating T-shapes (one to the left and right of fixation) (Figure 6). As
in Pilot Experiment 1, there were two conditions. In the Smooth_fine condition the Tshapes changed 4° in orientation every 27 ms while in the Smooth_coarse condition the
T-shapes changed 16° in orientation every 108 ms. Importantly, as was the case in its
color counterpart, the rate of feature change here was the same in both conditions. On
each trial the starting orientation and the direction of rotation was randomly selected for
each shape. The shapes rotated for 2,700 to 5,400 ms at which point the cue and
distractor ring appeared for 27ms. The shapes continued to change for 1,215 ms at which
point participants were prompted to report the orientation of the shape at the time of the

Figure 6: Schematic for Experiments 2.1a & 2.1b. Panel A depicts stimuli presented during the trial. In the
Smooth_fine condition the T’s rotated 4 degrees every 27 ms, in Smooth_coarse and Smooth conditions they rotated
16 degrees every 108 ms, and in Random condition, a randomly selected orientation is presented every 108 ms. Panel
B shows the response screen presented to participants at the end of each trial. Moving the mouse back and forth
updated the orientation of the test T-shape. Participants clicked the mouse to the select the orientation that best
matched memory.
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Figure 7: Temporal error histograms for Experiment 2.1a. The left graph shows the error of the Smooth_fine
condition where the orientation of the shapes changed 4° every 27 and the right graph shows the error of the
Smooth_coarse condition where the orientation changed 16° every 108 ms. The grey vertical line in both graphs
denotes the time of the cue (0 ms) and the red line denotes the condition mean selection latency.

cue. The report method used in the experiment was similar to that in the pilot experiment
however this time participants were presented with a T-shape and told to move the mouse
horizontally to change its orientation. The shape changed at a rate of 2° per pixel and
participants were instructed to click the mouse to select the orientation that best matched
memory. There were 56 trials in each condition, intermixed within block.
As in the pilot experiments, participants were given feedback at the end of every
trial in the form of a score from 1 to 100 (with 100 meaning they reported the exact
orientation presented at the time of the cue). The score did not indicate the direction of
error.
Experiment 2.1a Results. The same permutation analysis and bootstrap method
described in Pilot Experiment 1 was used to analyze the current experiment’s data. On
average, participants reported the orientation presented 159 ms, 95% CI [151, 167], after
the cue in the Smooth_coarse condition and 218 ms, 95% CI [209, 226], after the cue in
the Smooth_fine condition (Figure 7). This increase in selection latency was significant, p
< .001.
Experiment 2.1a Discussion. The results of Experiment 2.1a follow the same
pattern of the color counterpart findings in Pilot Experiment 1 in that participants
reported a later feature value when the feature change was smoother. The fact that this
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pattern of reports has now been demonstrated in both color and now in orientation
suggests that the neural mechanisms responsible for this difference are tied to a general
information selection process rather than the processing of any one specific feature.
Experiment 2.1b Method. Eighteen participants were collect for this experiment.
All participants were 18-21 year old undergraduates with normal or corrected to normal
vision. Informed consent was obtained for each participant prior to beginning the
experiment.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same stimuli used in Experiment 2.1a was used in
Experiment 2.1b.
Procedure. The same task was used in this experiment as described in the
previous one. The only difference was that now the two conditions were Smooth, in
which the orientation updated 16° every 108 ms, and Random, in which the orientation
changed pseudo-randomly every 108 ms. Just as in Pilot Experiment 2, every 108 ms a
new orientation was selected randomly with the restriction that it needed to be at least 30°
away from the previously presented orientation. Again, the SOA in these two conditions
was the same, only the nature of the feature change was different. There were 56 trials in
each condition, intermixed within block.
Experiment 2.1b Results. As this experiment contained a randomly changing
feature in one of the conditions, the discrete analysis method described in Pilot
Experiment 2 was used for comparison. On average 2 trials (SD = 1) were excluded from
the Smooth condition per participant and 4 trials (SD = 2) were excluded in from the
Random condition per participants, based on the exclusion criteria outlined previously.
The Smooth condition, as expected, showed a non-zero selection lag of 182 ms, 95% CI
[156, 207] (Figure 8). However, reports appeared uniform in the Random condition and
so no inference could be drawn or comparison made between the two conditions.
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The uniform reporting in the Random condition suggests that participants were
unable to extract orientation information and were left with having to guess. To address
this, a follow-up experiment was run with 25 participants using the same methods as the
previous experiment. The only changes in this follow-up experiment were that only one
shape was presented at the center of the screen (where participants were told to fixate)
and the SOA was increased from 108 to 162 ms. These two changes were implemented in
order to increase perceptibility and thereby promote informed report in the Random
condition. In this follow-up experiment, on average, 2 trials (SD = 1) per participant were
excluded from analysis of the Smooth condition and 10 trials (SD = 2) per participant
were excluded from the Random condition. This study found that participants reported
the orientation presented 33 ms, 95% CI [27, 40], after the cue on average in the Smooth
condition and 15 ms, 95% CI [0, 34], in the Random condition (Figure 8). This difference
was not significant, p = .12.

Figure 8: Temporal error histograms for Experiment 2.1b. Top row: original experiment with two shapes
changing either 16° along a trajectory every 108 ms (Smooth) or changing to a pseudo-randomly selected
orientation every 108 ms (Random). Bottom row: follow up experiment where this time participants were
only presented with a single shape in the center of the screen that updated every 162 ms. The grey
vertical line in all graphs denotes the time of the cue (0 ms) and the red line denotes the condition mean.
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Experiment 2.1b Discussion. Experiment 2.1b did not replicate the results seen
in Pilot Experiment 2. However, this failure to replicate may not necessarily be indicative
of the attentional drag not extending to other features. The issue in replicating the
reduction in selection latency between smooth and random presentation in orientation is
that perceiving any one specific feature value in a stream of a randomly changing features
proves to be much more difficult to do with orientation than with color. To try and
remedy this the follow-up experiment of this section used a single shape and slowed
down the presentation rate. This proved successful in that participants showed the ability
to produce informed reports in the Random condition. However, these changes also made
the Smooth condition trivial to perform and reduced selection latency, making the
comparison between the two nonsignificant. The reduction in selection latency between
the Smooth_fine and Smooth_coarse conditions seen in both orientation and color lends
support to the idea that the attentional drag theory is in fact a general property of attention
but, possibly because of the particular nature of orientation extraction, this could not be
demonstrated in the Smooth versus Random comparison.
There are many potential explanations for why color can be extracted in the
Random condition but orientation, given the same experimental parameters, cannot. One
difference between color and orientation is that the presentation of a new color takes up
the exact same area of the visual field as the previous color. This may help to effectively
erase the perception of previously presented colors. In the case of orientation, the
presentation of one feature value necessarily will excite a different area of the retina and
cortex than the subsequently presented feature value. This could lead to a build up of
information in iconic memory (Coltheart, 1980) such that it becomes difficult to select
any one particular stimulus’ orientation as the visual system tries to sift through a
compilation of all of the recently presented shapes. However, in an experiment not
reported here, this theory was tested by presenting a visual mask in between the
presentation of the T-shapes and no improvement in performance was seen. Visual masks
have been shown to disrupt iconic memory (Di Lollo, 1980) and were used here in order
to negate the build up of orientation information throughout the trial. It could be that the
lack of improvement in this experiment was due to the particular mask used being
ineffectual for this type of stimulus or because this increased difficulty in extracting
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randomly changing orientation is due to some other difference in how the features are
processed.
One of the challenges of computer vision is to recreate humans’ ability to
recognize known objects in novel orientations, not presented in training. This orientation
invariance is one of the exceptional capabilities of human vision. It could be that in
developing this invariance, it then becomes difficult to turn off. In the Random condition
for instance, when a given orientation is only presented briefly and is neighbored in time
by dissimilar orientations, the brain is able to extract the shape at the time of the cue but
by default reorients the shape to some generic orientation. This process makes sense
when considering that, in the real world, object identification is a more common task than
remembering object orientation.
Lastly, another important note is that in this experiment participants were tasked
with extracting the orientation of a complex shape rather than a simple edge. This might
make the extraction of orientation a more complex task than its color counterpart. In
order to know the orientation of the T-shape, one must bind the entire shape of the
stimulus. It is not sufficient to merely encode the orientation of a given edge as at least
two are necessary to understand where the short leg of the T is in relation to the long leg.
This could be a much more time intensive process compared to detecting and encoding
the color of a disk and could therefore result in participants not being able to extract
orientation in sufficient time in the Random condition. There are numerous differences in
how color and orientation are processed, any one of which could lead to the discrepancy
in results seen here. However when taking these results in combination with those of
Experiment 2.1a, there is some support that the selection mechanisms explored
previously in color may be shared by orientation as well.

Experiment 2.2: Does temporal autocorrelation of a feature presented after the
onset of attention extend the attentional window?
The attentional drag theory assumes that attentional engagement is maintained by
the smooth feature change at that location presented after attentional deployment.
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However, the Smooth and Random conditions of Pilot Experiment 2 differed not only in
terms of the smoothness presented after the cue, they also differed in terms of the
smoothness presented before the cue. The attentional drag theory assumes that the only
feature changes that are influential on the duration of the attentional window are those
that occur after the deployment of attention. An alternative hypothesis however could be
that it is the predictability provided by the smooth feature changes presented prior to the
cue that lead to the increase in selection latency. Under this hypothesis the assumption is
that the smooth feature change prior to the onset of attention allows the visual system to
build an internal model of the color change. This theory is built off of the idea that the
visual system is constantly receiving old information compared to the state of the external
world and therefore, to compensate, must make predictions based off of this input. There
is evidence for such internal models in other areas of cognition as well, such as motor
planning (Wolpert & Flanagan, 2001). Applied here, this would mean that the visual
system, receiving delayed input, uses the past color trajectory to generate predictions
about what the current color of the attended location is. If the model over compensates so
that instead of predicting the current color of at the attended location, the model predicts
a future color (relative to the current color presented) then when attention is triggered by
the cue, this future color (a color that will be presented sometime after the cue) is
sampled rather than the current color presented to the system. In this way, the selection
latency, which the attentional drag theory has attributed to a lag in information extraction,
would actually be the product of the visual system over extrapolating based off of the
predictability in feature change presented prior to the cue. This hypothesis is rather
counterintuitive as typically when the brain generates predictions it is to improve
performance, while here these predictions impair performance. However if one interprets
the difference between the Smooth_fine, the Smooth, and the Random conditions of the
pilot work to be a manipulation of the predictability of color change (where Smooth_fine
offers the most predictable change and Random offers the least predictable change) then
this hypothesis would predict the same results that were found, namely, that as
predictability in feature change decreases so does the difference along the color trajectory
between the reported (predicted) color and the cued color.
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There are many ways in which feature change predictability could influence
extraction of feature information. An extreme version of the theory is that participants
learn the color trajectories when the disks change smoothly and use this knowledge to
predict the next color in the sequence. When the cue triggers the deployment of attention,
the next color in the sequence is reported instead of the actual cued color. Learning the
color change trajectory was discouraged in the pilot experiment paradigms by using
multiple color trajectories and randomizing the direction of change per disk, per trial.
However, this of course does not ensure that participants were unable to learn the
trajectories anyways. To test whether this sort of prediction was the cause of the
increased selection latency seen in the smoothly changing conditions of the pilot work,
Pilot Experiment 3 was run. This experiment only had one condition which was the exact
same as the Smooth_fine condition of Pilot Experiment 1 except for the following
changes: only color trajectory #1 was used for both disks throughout the experiment (see
methods section of Pilot Experiment 1), the starting color for the left disk was always at
the 1° color of the circular color trajectory (RGB values: [255, 120, 172] ) and the
starting color for the right disk was at the 180° color on the trajectory (RGB values: [0,
198, 169]), and the disks changed in the same direction along the color trajectory on
every trial. In this way the paradigm sought to maximize participants’ ability to learn the
color trajectory. Under this particular version of the predictability theory, the selection
latency of this experiment should be even later than that seen in the Smooth_fine
condition of Pilot Experiment 1.
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The results showed that on average participants reported the color presented 169
ms, 95% CI [159, 183], after the cue (Figure 9). The additional predictability in color
change did not further increase selection latency. In fact, participants had a slightly
earlier selection which may be the product of them retroactively correcting their reports
to compensate for the lag in information extraction. However, these results alone are
insufficient for ruling out the predictability theory. It could be that there is a ceiling effect
here such that there is a limit on how far in advance the brain will predict feature changes
regardless of whether predictability increases further. Another issue is that Pilot

Figure 9: Temporal error histogram of Pilot Experiment 3’s data where the
same color trajectory and starting color values were used on every trial. The
grey vertical line indicates the time of the cue and the red vertical line
indicates the mean selection latency.

Experiment 3 only looks at one, very specific, form of predictability. Instead of
predictability of color change leading to the learning of an entire color trajectory over the
course of many trials, it could be that the internal model of color change is only built on a
trial-by-trial basis. This more local form of prediction would attribute the increased
selection latency in the smoothly changing conditions to the visual system building
predictions based solely on the smoothness of feature change presented just prior to the
cue. To test this form of prediction, the following experiment manipulates whether
smooth or random color change is presented before or after the cue. The predictability
hypothesis would predict that smooth feature changes presented prior to the cue would
lead to the selection of later colors along that trajectory, regardless of whether those
colors were actually presented. Conversely, if colors change randomly prior to the cue,
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there is no basis by which to generate predictions and so the visual system must rely on
the external input, resulting in the selection of the cued color.
Method. The stimuli and participant recruitment method were the same in this
experiment as they were the in the second pilot experiment. Twenty participants were
used in this experiment. An independent sample of 30 participants were used for a
replication study.
Procedure. A similar procedure was used as in Pilot Experiment 2. Participants
were told to maintain fixation on a cross in the middle of the screen while monitoring two
changing color dots (one on each side). In the Smooth-to-Random condition the disks
changed 16 degrees every 108 ms (as in previous Smooth conditions) prior to and
including the onset of the cue. As in Pilot Experiment 2 the cue (a white or black ring,
counterbalanced across participants) and the distractor (the opposite color from the cue)
appeared 2,700 to 5,400 ms after the initial onset of the disks. The cue and distractor ring
remained on the screen for 27 ms and then disappeared. After the cued color, the
presentation style changed such that a pseudo-random color was presented every 108ms
(following the same method as the Random condition). These trials were intermixed with
Random-to-Smooth trials where the disks first changed randomly until the onset of the
cue and then changed smoothly. In both conditions the disks changed for another 810 ms
after the cue, at which time the participant was asked to report the color of the disk at the
time of the cue in the same method as described in Pilot Experiments 1, 2, and 3. There
were 56 trials in each condition, intermixed within block.
Results. If the selection latency seen in the pilot experiments is due to the visual
system sampling future predictions generated by an internal model of the stimulus, then
the Smooth-to-Random condition should show a mean shift of reports along the smooth
trajectory despite the fact that that portion of the trajectory was never actually presented.
Conversely in the Random-to-Smooth condition where there was no systematic trajectory
presented to build predictions from, there should be no shift in selection. To test this, the
same analysis method was used as in Pilot Experiment 2 except this time the reports were
compared to the color trajectory as it would have appeared had it changed smoothly
throughout the entire trial. This differs from previous experiments where the data
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presented was the comparison of the reported value to the presented color values. No
analysis was performed on the data in this form as all reports of the future color trajectory
(which would have been presented after the cue had the disks continued to change
smooth) would either be bucketed as a zero latency report (as the cued color would be the
closest presented color) or, contribute to a uniform distribution as they would have equal
chance of being close to any one of the randomly presented colors.
Eleven trials (SD = 4) from the Smooth-to-Random condition and 7 trials (SD = 4) from
the Random-to-Smooth condition were excluded from analysis for each participant on
average based on the criteria outlined in Pilot Experiment 2. There was a significant
difference between the two conditions’ mean selection latencies, p < .001. In the Smoothto-Random condition participants selected a color that would have appeared on average 3
ms, 95% CI [-16, 23], after the cue, had presentation remained smooth (Figure 10). In the
Random-to-Smooth condition their selection corresponded to a color presented on

Figure 10: Temporal error histograms of Experiment 2.2 (top row) and replication experiment (bottom
row). The blue transparency marks the portion of the smooth color trajectory that was actually presented
to the participant. The yellow transparency marks the portion of the smooth color trajectory that would
have been presented had the disks changed color smoothly throughout the entire trial. Plotting the data
this way demonstrates that the participants are not reporting predicted colors based on the past smooth
trajectory. The cue time and mean selection time are marked by the grey and red line respectively.
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average 91 ms, [75, 106], after the cue. Note that this pattern of results is opposite to that
expected from the prediction theory.
In the replication study, 12 trials (SD = 5) were excluded from analysis for the
Smooth-to-Random condition on average and 9 trials (SD = 5) were excluded on average
from the Random-to-Smooth condition. The results of the previous experiment were
replicated as a significant difference between conditions’ selection latencies was again
found, p <.001. Participants on average reported the color presented 47 ms, 95% CI [33,
61], after the cue in the Random-to-Smooth condition whereas in the Smooth-to-Random
condition the average report was of the color presented at the time of the cue (0 ms, 95%
CI [-24, 11]) (Figure 10).
Discussion. The attentional drag theory proposes that the increased selection
latency demonstrated in the pilot results is the product of smooth feature changes
presented after the onset of attention. However, as the color changed smoothly both
before and after the cue, the pilot experiments were unable to rule out the influence of
smooth changes prior to the cue. One alternative to the attentional drag theory is that the
visual system tracks gradual changes of object features and generates predictions of
future feature values based off an internal model. Under this theory, when the cue triggers
attention, the color present in the system is not the color presented at the time of the cue
but a future prediction of what the color will be. Reporting this future value (with respect
to the time of the cue) has the same appearance as if there were a lag in selection. This
theory is counterintuitive in that it proposes a predictive model that actually makes the
system worse at a task instead of better.
Experiment 2.2 found no evidence for this alternative theory as participants did
not appear to report future feature values based off the color trajectory presented prior to
the cue. Rather, when the color changed smoothly before the cue and randomly
afterwards, they were most likely to report the color presented at the time of the cue.
Conversely, when no predictable sequence was presented prior to attentional onset,
participants showed a larger selection latency. Together, the results support the
attentional drag theory’s assumption that the increased selection latency seen between the
Random and Smooth conditions of Pilot Experiment 2 are in fact the product of the
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smooth feature changes presented after the onset of attention rather than those presented
before.

Experiment 2.3: Is a brief disruption in the temporal autocorrelation of a feature
enough to disengage attention?
The previous study demonstrated that smooth changes after the onset of attention
increase selection latency, however the attentional drag theory more specifically
identifies the time points immediate after the onset of attention as responsible for the
extension or termination of the attentional window. Therefore the theory assumes that in
the Random condition of Pilot Experiment 2, the first jump in color space from the cued
color to the next color presented is the transient signal that closes the attentional window.
However, there are many subsequent transient signals in a Random condition trial, as the
colors continue to change randomly another 7 times after the presentation of the cue. It
could be that the continued presentation of salient feature jumps, rather than just the
initial one after the cue as the attentional drag theory assumes, is necessary for the
reduction in selection latency. Experiment 2.3 tests whether a brief disruption in an
otherwise smoothly changing stream of colors would be enough to shorten the selection
latency.
Method. Data from 28 undergraduate participants were used for this experiment.
The same process for recruitment and obtaining consent that was described in Experiment
2.1a was also used here.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same stimuli were used in this experiment as in Pilot
Experiments 1 & 2. The only new addition was a color mask. There were 4 color masks
generated (1 for each color trajectory). Each color mask was created by drawing a disk,
the same size as the color disks presented in the experiment, that consisted of 360
uniformly sized wedges in each color of the given trajectory (Figure 11, inlay). The
colors were presented in order such that the masks showed the full smooth spectrum of
that color trajectory.
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Procedure. The No-Mask condition of this experiment was identical to
Smooth_coarse condition of Pilot Experiment 1. Participants were told to maintain
fixation in the center of the screen as two color disks (one on each side) advanced
through their respective color trajectories at a rate of 16° every 108 ms, with each
trajectory randomly selected from a possible 4 at the start of each trial. In the Mask
conditions, the instructions and presentation of stimuli were the same except that 108 ms
after the onset of the cue, when in the No-Mask condition there would be a new color 16°
away in color space presented, there was instead a color mask presented in both streams.
The mask remained on the screen for 108 ms and then was replaced with a color disk 32°
away from the cued color (the same color that would have appeared had the stream not
been interrupted). The disks then continued to change smoothly as they had prior to the
mask. At the end of each trial participants reported what the color of the disk was at the
time of the cue in the same method as described in Pilot Experiment 2. There were 44
trials in each condition, intermixed within block.
Results. The same permutational analysis and bootstrapping method was used for
comparisons and confidence intervals, respectively, as was described in Pilot Experiment
1.

Figure 11: Temporal error histograms of Experiment 2.3. In the No-Mask condition (left) the disks changed 16°
every 108 ms, uninterrupted. In the Mask condition (right), the smooth trajectory was interrupted 108 ms after the
cue onset by a color mask. Inlay: the four color mask used in Experiment 2.3. The mask selected corresponded to
the color trajectory of the disk that it was masking. The grey and red vertical lines in each graph denote the cue
time and mean selection latency, respectively.
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In the No-Mask condition, participants on average reported the color presented
152 ms, 95% CI [132, 171], after the cue as having been perceived as co-occurring with
the cue, a latency consistent with Smooth_coarse condition of Pilot Experiment 1. In the
Mask condition, this latency was reduced to 20 ms, 95% CI [0, 52]. This difference in
selection latency between conditions was significant, p < .001 (Figure 11).
Discussion. The attentional drag theory attributes the reduction in selection
latency seen between smooth and random feature change to the salient jump in feature
space that occurs immediately after the cued color. This initial transient is proposed to be
enough to disengage attention and close the attentional window. To test this, Experiment
2.3 isolated the effect of that initial transient by only briefly disrupting a smoothly
changing color stream. As hypothesized, the results of this experiment showed a
significant reduction in selection latency though it is difficult to attribute these results to
the duration of the attentional window due to a methodological confound. As the SOA for
the color presentation was 108 ms, this mask duration was initially chosen so that the
mask replaced the color presented immediately after the cue. However the consequence
of this is that no color trajectory information is available for that entire 108 ms time
window. This means that even if the mask’s transient did not close the attentional
window there would still be fewer colors available within that window, making the
selection of the cue color more probable. Therefore a reduction in selection latency
between the Mask and No-Mask conditions could occur without being the product of
attentional disengagement. To address this, a follow-up study was run where the duration
of the mask was shorter (54 ms). The goal of this follow-up was to test the effects of a
single transient presented after the cue, and still maintaining a similar amount of color
trajectory information across conditions.
Experiment 2.3b method. Data from 22 undergraduate participants was
collected for this study. The same recruitment and consent form method outlined
previously was used here.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same stimuli and experimental set-up used in
Experiment 2.3 was used here.
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Procedure. The same procedure used in Experiment 2.3 was used here with the
following changes. The color of the disks changed 4° every 27 ms. In the Mask
condition, the appeared 81 ms after the onset of the and was presented for 54 ms.
Experiment 2.3b results. There was no significant difference between the mean
selection latency of in the Mask (128 ms, 95% CI [95, 161]) and the No-Mask (142 ms,
95% CI [121, 158]) conditions, p = .69 (Figure 12).
Experiment 2.3b discussion. The injected transient of a color mask in
Experiment 2.3b failed to produce a reduction in the latency of color information
selection. It should also be noted that the No-Mask condition of this experiment was
identical to the Smooth_fine condition of Pilot Experiment 1. However in this experiment
the selection latency was much earlier compared to that of the pilot work (128 vs 209
ms). This difference could be the product of inter-subject variability.
The results fail to replicate the difference in selection latency seen with a longer
duration mask (Experiment 2.3). The lack of latency difference when interrupting smooth
color change with a short mask (Experiment 2.3b) could indicate that the latency
difference found with a long mask (Experiment 2.3) was not the product of the mask’s
transient signal closing the attentional window but rather the mask blocking color
information into the system, making later color values unavailable for sampling. It could

Figure 12: Temporal error histogram of Experiment 2.3b. In this experiment the mask was presented for 54 ms, and
appeared 81 ms after the cue. The grey and red vertical lines denote the time of the cue and the mean selection
latency, respectively.
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be that single transient presented after the cue is insufficient in closing the attentional
window, as there is no selection latency difference when later color values are available
for sampling. This would imply that is not just the initial transient that is needed to close
the attentional window in the Random condition of Pilot Experiment 2 but in fact a
continued presentation of transients. However, an alternative hypothesis is that the mask
used was not salient enough at shorter SOAs to disrupt the disks’ smooth color change.
The masks were generated to have all of the colors of the circular color trajectory of that
disk. This means then that the smoothness in color change was uninterrupted for a portion
of the disk when the mask appeared. It could be that at shorter SOAs this congruence
with the trajectory that would have otherwise appeared without the mask was sufficient to
keep the attentional system engaged at that location. It could be that had the mask been
more salient, such as a white disk or perhaps the color disk offsetting briefly, a reduction
in selection latency would have been seen. While the previous results of this chapter and
the pilot work suggest that transient changes presented after the deployment of attention
lead to earlier feature selection, the results are inconclusive currently as to whether a
single transient is sufficient to cause such an effect.

General Discussion
This chapter explored how smooth feature changes influenced the latency of
information extraction. Specifically, 3 assumptions of the attentional drag theory
pertaining to the role of feature temporal autocorrelation were tested. The first is that the
increased selection latency is a product of an attentional process and therefore should be
evident in features other than color. To test this, Experiments 2.1a & 2.1b attempted to
replicate the findings of Pilot Experiment 1 & 2 using orientation instead of color. The
results of these two experiments provided some support for the model’s assumption of
feature generality. There was a significant increase in selection latency between the
Smooth_coarse and Smooth_fine conditions in orientation as was previously seen in
color. However participants were unable to extract information in the Random condition
which made comparison to the Smooth condition difficult. These results do not
necessarily speak against the attentional drag theory as there are many differences in the
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processing of these two features, each of which need to be considered to understand why
a smooth to random comparison could not be made.
The second assumption tested was that only smooth feature changes presented
after the onset of attention will produce an increased selection latency. An alternative to
the model presented here is that the visual system makes predictions of future feature
values when presented with smooth (or predictable) feature change and that these
predictions have been misinterpreted as a lag in selection. To test this, Experiment 2.2
compared selection latencies when colors changed smoothly before the cue and randomly
afterwards or vice versa. The results show no evidence of predictions being generated
based on past trajectories. In fact, this experiment showed an increase in selection latency
even when smooth feature change only appeared after the onset of attention, when there
was no predictable trajectory presented prior to cue on which to base predictions. It
should be mentioned that the selection latencies seen in the Random-to-Smooth
conditions of Experiment 2.2 and its replication study were not as large as those seen
when color was changing smoothly before and after the cue (such as in the Smooth
condition of Pilot Experiment 2). While the Smooth-to-Random condition found no
evidence of participants reporting predicted values, this difference in selection latency
between conditions where the color changed smoothly only after the cue compared to
when color changed smoothly throughout the trial suggests there is some facilitation of
the drag effect by smooth color changes presented prior to the cue. It could be that the
increase in activation of similar colors prior to the onset of attention allows smooth
feature changes to engage attention even longer than when no such previous activation is
available. Another important point is that the results of Experiment 2.2 do not rule out the
role of prediction entirely. Rather, these results rule out a specific interpretation of
prediction where predictions are based off of a feature’s past trajectory. However, it
could be that when attention is deployed the visual system makes the prediction that
features will remain within some local area in feature space around their initial value.
When features change smoothly, the feature value presented at the next timepoint is
similar to last and so this prediction is met, and attention remains engaged at that
location. However, when there is a salient jump in feature space (as in the case of
randomly changing colors) the prediction fails, which triggers the disengagement of
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attention. This form of prediction would produce the same behavioral results seen thus far
and is compatible with the attentional drag theory.
While Experiment 2.2 found that only smooth feature changes presented after the
onset of attention led to an increase in selection latency, the attentional drag theory
assumes that it is only the time points immediately after the cue that are critical in
determining whether the attentional window is extended or terminated. Even a brief
disruption in smooth color change then should reduce the selection latency. To test this
assumption, Experiment 2.3 manipulated the smoothness of color change in that short but
critical time period after the cue with the use of a color mask. The results showed a
significant reduction in selection latency when the mask was presented after the cued
color despite the fact that the color changed smoothly at all other timepoints in the trial.
However, a confound of the experiment was that the long mask duration made later color
information unavailable for potential sampling. To address this, a follow-up study was
run with a shorter mask duration which showed no reduction in latency between
conditions. It could be that the attentional drag theory is wrong and that a single transient
is insufficient to disengage attention. Alternatively, it could be that the single transient
used in this experiment (the mask) was not sufficiently salient to trigger attentional
disengagement.
Taken together the results of this chapter map out the conditions in which smooth
feature changes affect the attentional window. These experiments demonstrate that this
effect may extended to multiple feature domains and is reliant on the type of feature
change (temporally autocorrelated or transient) presented after the attentional window is
opened by the presentation of the cue. However whether the visual system requires only a
single or multiple transients is still unclear. The following chapter looks more in depth at
the constraints of such transients in closing the attentional window.
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Chapter 3: Does a transient need to be feature or spatially specific
to trigger the disengagement of attention?

The previous chapter investigated under what conditions the presentation of
smooth feature changes extend the attentional window. This chapter explores under what
conditions a transient will shut-off the attentional window. More specifically, the
experiments presented here address whether only transient changes in the critical feature
being reported are able to close the attentional window or if the visual system uses a
transient from other features or locations. First, Experiment 3.1 tested whether a salient
jump in an irrelevant, static feature (orientation) would close the attentional window, as
measured by a reduction in the selection latency in color. In the proposal of this
dissertation follow-up experiments were outlined for either of the two eventualities
(whether this irrelevant feature change did or did not affect selection latency). The results
of Experiment 3.1 showed that a change in an irrelevant, static feature does reduce
selection latency of another feature and so the next two experiments of the chapter sought
to test whether a change in features outside of the cued object and location would have a
similar effect on information extraction.
Previous research has shown that reflexive attention is a flexible set of
mechanisms in that it can quickly switch between locations (Chakravarthi & VanRullen,
2011; Eimer & Grubert, 2014). Intuitively this flexibility makes sense. If reflexive
attention is responsible for moving the eyes to new information as it enters the visual
field, the system would need this form of attention to not only deploy rapidly but also to
be able to re-deploy to different locations as new stimuli of interest appear. A valid
hypothesis then might be that, to facilitate this attentional flexibility, the visual system
uses transients from anywhere in the visual field as a signal to disengage from a location,
freeing resources to be allocated somewhere else. In its current form the attentional drag
model is a model of spatial attention. Thus, the model assumes that the attentional
window, opened by the presentation of the cue, is flexible in time but bounded in space to
the location of the cue. Therefore the model assumes that only salient changes at the
attended location would affect the duration of engagement. However other models of
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attention might propose that transients are used more generally. Under this class of
transient models the assumption would be that the visual system uses any transient in the
visual field to shut-off attention. The experiments of this chapter work to define this
parameter space and explore what transient signals affect attentional sampling.

Experiment 3.1: Does a transient in a task-irrelevant feature dimension trigger the
disengagement of attention?
Pilot data shows that attention is able to select the color value presented at the
time of the cue when color is changing randomly compared to when it is changing
smoothly. It is unclear from these results whether the shut-off of attention is triggered
because there was a transient in the sampled feature or just because there was a transient
at that location. The question remains whether it is essential that the task-relevant
feature’s smoothness is disrupted in order to close the attentional window. Experiment
3.1 explored this question by presenting a transient in a task-irrelevant feature
(orientation) to see if this causes a reduction in attentional selection latency.
Method. Twenty-nine undergraduates were recruited from the Pennsylvania State
University subject pool. Participants were ages 18-23 and all had normal or corrected to
normal vision. All participants signed informed consent forms prior to the start of the
experiment in accordance with IRB rules.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The computers and monitors used were the same as those
used in Chapter 2’s experiments. The same T-shape stimuli described in Experiment 2.1a
were used here but this time the shapes changed color along the four trajectories
described in Pilot Experiment 1.
Procedure. This task was similar to that of Pilot Experiment 1. This time instead
of disks, participants monitored two T-shapes that were fixed in orientation but changing
color by 4° every 27 ms. The color trajectory for each shape, as well as the starting
colors, and the direction of change was randomly selected for each trial. The cueing
method was the same as in Pilot Experiment 1 in which a cue (white or black ring
counterbalanced across participants) appeared for 27 ms around one shape and a
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distractor ring appeared around the other shape. In the Change condition, 108 ms after the
cue, both T-shapes changed to a new, pseudo-random orientation such that the new
orientation was at least 30° from the previous one. The shapes remained in this
orientation for the remainder of the trial. In the No-Change condition, there was no such
change in orientation. In both conditions the shapes continued to smoothly change color
for another 1,215 ms after the cue at which point participants were asked to report the
color of the shape at the time of the cue. The reporting method and subsequent feedback
used here was the same as described in previous experiments. Importantly, participants
were never asked about orientation. There were 56 trials in each condition, intermixed
within block.
Results. The same permutation analysis and bootstrap method described earlier
was also used to analyze Experiment 3.1’s data. When there was no change in the
orientation of the cued shape, participants reported the color presented 262 ms, 95% CI
[247, 270] after the cue (Figure 13). When the orientation abruptly changed 108 ms after
the cue, that selection latency was reduced to 118 ms, 95% CI [104, 133]. This difference
was significant, p < .001.

Figure 13. Temporal error histogram for Experiment 3.1’s data. In the No-Change condition (left), the orientation of
the shapes remained constant through out the trial. In the Change condition (right), the orientation of both shapes
changed to two pseudo-randomly selected orientations and remained in those orientations for the rest of the trial.
Cue time and mean selection time are marked with the grey and red lines, respectively. As a reminder, the random
jump in orientation occurred 108 ms after the time of the cue (time 0 on the graph)

Discussion. In this experiment the change (or lack thereof) in orientation of the
shapes was task irrelevant as participants were never asked to report the orientation of the
cued shape. Importantly, this change in orientation never disrupted the smooth color
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change that was presented. Despite this, the change in orientation was associated with a
significant latency reduction in the selection of color information. This result suggests
that features outside of the critical or to-be-reported features are able to affect the
duration of attentional engagement.
Another important note to make is what the current results add to those of the
previous chapter. Specifically, in Experiment 2.3 & 2.3b the question was posed whether
multiple transient signals were required to close the attentional window or if a single
transient would suffice. In those experiments the smooth color change was itself
disrupted and so there was a necessary trade-off between making the disruption visually
salient enough to trigger disengagement, but not making color information unavailable
for report. Here, a single transient has been introduced without color information ever
being disrupted and a significant reduction is seen in selection latency. This demonstrates
that in fact a single transient presented to the system is sufficient to affect the duration of
attentional engagement. The selection latency in the Change condition of Experiment 3.1
(118 ms) was not as early as that seen in the Random condition of Pilot Experiment 2 (2
ms) where the colors themselves changed randomly repeatedly after the cue. This could
be the product of a probabilistic effect on the attentional window, where on some trials
the single transient was sufficient to disengage attention and on others it was not. In this
way, the results seen here would be an average latency of trials where the attentional
window was closed earlier and those where it was not. This would cause the pattern of
results seen here where selection latency is earlier than if there were no transients
presented (the No-Change condition) but not as early as when there were repeated
transients presented after attentional deployment (the Random condition or Pilot
Experiment 2). Another possibility is that the single transient weakens attentional
disengagement such that the window does not close immediately after the transient, but
still closes earlier than it would have without a transient. While there is still more work
needed to explore the mechanisms of attentional disengagement, what these results do
show is that a single transient is capable of affecting the duration of attentional
engagement. Additionally, this transient need not be presented in the feature domain
which is being sampled for report.
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Experiment 3.2: Does a transient need to be at the location of attention to
terminate the attentional window?
The reduction in selection latency seen in Experiment 3.1 supports the more
general idea that a transient signal is enough to disengage attention, even if the smoothly
changing feature sampled is itself not disrupted. In the previous experiment the transient
was an abrupt change in the orientation of the target object. The question remains then
whether it is necessary for that transient to occur within the location where attention is
deployed or if the attentional system is able to use transient signals from distal locations
in the visual field to disengage. The latter would suggest that the attentional drag theory
would need to define a transient more generally as any salient change from across the
visual field. In order to build such an attentional system in the brain, the attentional
sampling mechanism would need to receive input from neurons across the entire visual
field in order to shut-off of sampling in response to a location-general transient signal. To
test this, Experiment 3.2 introduced a transient signal outside the attended region to see if
this was sufficient to affect the shut-off of attention.
Method. The same recruitment and consent method was used in this experiment
as in the previous one. Here 21 participants, age 18-23 with normal or corrected to
normal vision were tested.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same stimuli and equipment used in Pilot Experiment
1 were used here. The only new addition was a frame stimulus. This was an oval that
encompassed the display (15.8 x 8.1°), centered around fixation. The frame was grey
(RGB: 100, 100, 100).
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Figure 14: Schematic of the paradigm used in Experiment 3.2. This is an example of the Change condition where 108
ms after the onset of the cue ring (white in this example) and distractor ring (black), the frame stimulus flashed the
distractor color (black) for 27 ms. In the No-Change condition the frame remained grey throughout the entirety of the
trial.

Procedure. The experimental design here was similar to that of the Smooth
condition in Pilot Experiment 1. Participants monitored two smoothly changing color
disks (4° per 27 ms) while maintaining their eyes on a fixation cross in the middle of the
screen. In this experiment however there was the addition of a frame stimulus (Figure
14). The frame, presented in grey throughout the trial, surrounded the fixation cross and
both colored disks. The cueing procedure was the same as previously described. In the
Change condition, 108 ms after the onset of the cue, the frame stimulus flashed the same
color as the distractor ring (white or black depending on the participant) for 27 ms. In the
No-Change condition the frame’s color remained constant throughout the trial. The disks
continue to change smoothly in color until the end of the trial when participants were
asked to report the color of the disk at the time of the cue. The same reporting and
feedback method was used as described previously. There were 56 trials in each
condition that were randomly intermixed within a single block.
Results. On average, participants reported the color presented 162 ms, 95% CI
[147, 178], after the cue in the Change condition and 148 ms, 95% CI [138, 164], in the
No-Change condition. This difference was not significant, p = .16 (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Temporal error histograms of Experiment 3.2 where in the Change condition (left) the frame around the
display briefly changed luminance, 108 ms after the cue. In the No-Change condition (right) the frame remained a
constant grey. The grey vertical line in each graph denotes the time of the cue and the red vertical line denotes the
mean selection latency per condition.

Discussion. Reflexive attention has been shown both behaviorally (Chakravarthi
& VanRullen, 2011) and in electrophysiology (Eimer & Grubert, 2014) to be both rapid
in response and flexible. One way the brain might facilitate this would be to have the
duration of attentional engagement contingent not only on salient changes at the attended
location but across the visual field. The results of Experiment 3.2 however did not
support this hypothesis as a luminance change in the periphery was insufficient to shorten
the selection latency of a smoothly changing color. This of course does not rule out the
possibility that transient signals from other locations in the visual field cannot close an
attentional window. As this is a newly explored parameter space, there could be many
reasons why this particular manipulation failed to produce a significant difference in
selection latency. It could be that the change was not salient enough, or that the visual
system has adapted to ignore luminance changes in the periphery as they are often not a
meaningful signal in natural vision. The frame was intentionally thin as color perception
is known to be affected by background colors (Lotto & Purves, 2002) and flashed the
same color as the distractor ring in order to ensure that the flash would not match the
attentional set and therefore remain task irrelevant. However it could be that these
choices resulted in the transient signal being insufficiently salient to disengage attention.
Furthermore, participants may have effectively implemented an attentional task set such
that the distractor ring color was inhibited and therefore could not trigger the
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disengagement of attention. To explore this further, a follow-up study was run where the
orientation of surrounding objects changed. As a shift in orientation has already been
shown to affect the duration of attentional engagement in Experiment 3.1, the follow-up
experiment tested whether this extends to a shift in the orientation of objects outside the
target stimulus.
Experiment 3.2b method. Twenty-four participants’ data were collected in this
study using the same recruitment and consent procedure described earlier. All
participants were 18-23 years old with normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same materials and stimuli used in Experiment 3.2
were used here as well, but with two changes. In this experiment there was no frame
stimulus. Instead, each disk was surrounded by 3 T-shaped stimuli. The T-shapes were
grey (RGB: 150, 150, 150) and were arranged around each disk such that one was 1.9°
above the disk’s center, one was 1.9° below the disk’s center and one was 1.9° to the left
or right (the opposite side of where the fixation cross was) of the disks center. The Tshapes were .75 x 1.12° of visual angle.
Procedure. Again, the paradigm was similar to the Smooth condition of Pilot
Experiment 1, where the color disks changed color by 4° every 27 ms. This time, instead
of a frame, there were three T-shapes around each disk: one on the top, one on the
bottom, and one on the side opposite of fixation (Figure 16). To avoid visual crowding
there was no T-shape placed between the disk and the fixation cross. All of the T-shapes
had the same orientation as one another throughout the trial. In the Smooth-T condition,
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Figure 16: Schematic of Experiment 3.2b’s paradigm. The color of each disk changes smoothly at a rate of 4° every
27 ms. In the Smooth-T condition, the surrounding T-shapes rotate smoothly (4° ever 27 ms). In the Random-T
condition, the T-shapes change pseudo-randomly every 108 ms (A). Participants reported the color of the disk at
the time of the cue (B).

all of the T’s rotated 4° every 27 ms for the entire trial. In the Random-T condition, all of
the T’s changed to a pseudo-randomly selected new orientation (at least 30° from the
previous orientation) every 108 ms for the entire trial. The cue and reporting method
were the same as has been previously described. There were 56 trials per condition,
intermixed within block.
Experiment 3.2b results. When the T-shapes surrounding the color disks were
rotating smoothly, participants on average reported the color 190 ms, 95% CI [174, 208],
after the cue (Figure 17). When the T-shapes surrounding the color disks were changing
randomly, participants on average reported the color 181 ms, 95% CI [165, 195], after the
cue. There was no significant difference between conditions, p = .23.
Experiment 3.2b discussion. This follow-up experiment further probed whether
a transient outside the attended location can disengage attention. The results found here
did not support this idea as transient changes in stimuli surrounding the attended disk
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Figure 17. Temporal error histograms for Experiment 3.2b. In the Smooth-T condition (left), the surrounding T-shapes
changed smoothly in orientation (4° every 27 ms). In the Random-T condition (right), the surrounding T-shapes
changed pseudo-randomly ever 108 ms throughout the trial. The grey and red vertical lines denote the time of the
cue and mean selection, respectively.

were not sufficient to significantly reduce the selection latency. Experiment 3.1 showed
that such a change in orientation is able to reduce the selection latency in sampling color
when it is the target shape’s orientation that is changed. However, the effect was not seen
when the orientation of neighboring objects changed similarly. This could be because the
attentional window is spatial and operates independently of input coming from other
regions of the visual field. An alternative theory however could be that the attentional
window is object-based and so only a transient change in the attended object will close
the attentional window. It is difficult to tease these theories apart as getting two objects to
occupy the same space can prove challenging. However a future direction could be to
have participants monitor the changing color of two overlapping clusters of dots. If
random changes in one reduce the selection latency in extracting color information in the
other, then this would suggest that this effect is more object based rather than spatial.

General Discussion
The attentional drag theory proposes that the smooth change of a feature can
extend attentional engagement whereas a transient signal can disengage attention. This
theory was built off of the pilot experiment and was supported by the experiments of the
previous chapter. However, in all of those experiments, the transient signals that were
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used to disengage attention were always a jump or disruption in the critical or to-bereported feature (color). The experiments in this chapter sought to answer the question of
whether such a transient in an irrelevant feature, or in fact outside of the attended location
altogether, would be sufficient to close an established attentional window. To answer this
question, Experiment 3.1 first tested whether a salient jump in a static, task-irrelevant
feature of a stimulus could close the attentional window. The results showed a significant
reduction in selection latency and suggested that even when the critical feature is
uninterrupted in its smooth changes, a transient in other features can close the attentional
window.
Building off of these results, the next two experiments of this chapter tested
whether a transient outside of the attended location can affect the duration of attentional
engagement. In the first iteration, a luminance transient was introduced in the periphery
by flashing a grey border either white or black 108 ms after the cue. This transient failed
to have an effect on selection latency. Next, to increase the chances of finding an effect of
transient signals outside the attended location, Experiment 3.2b capitalized on the
findings of Experiment 3.1. Experiment 3.1 demonstrated that a change in orientation
was sufficiently salient to affect the duration of attentional engagement. Therefore, in
Experiment 3.2b, an orientation shift was used as the tested transient signal outside the
attended location. This manipulation however did not produce a significant difference in
mean selection latency.
Previous research has demonstrated the critical role that transient signals play in
sampling visual information by improving the temporal accuracy of binding features of
an object together (Holcombe & Cavanagh, 2008). The pilot work of this dissertation has
also attributed the decreased selection latency seen in randomly changing colors to the
transient that those feature jumps induce. Based on these results a broader class of
attentional models could assume that a transient, produced anywhere in the visual field, is
able to disengage attention. This would mean that attention deployed at one location
would be, at least in part, dependent on input from across the visual field. Another, more
specific subset of models, of which the attentional drag theory belongs, attributes these
effects to a spatial form of attention where only transients presented at the attended
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location affect attentional engagement. The results presented here narrow the possible
model space by showing that irrelevant features at the attended location do affect
attentional engagement, while there is no evidence that transient signals outside of the
attended location have such an effect. In other words, feature transients at the attended
location affect the duration of attentional engagement whereas those outside of the
attended location do not. Thus, the results support previous findings that transients aid in
temporal precision of selection (Holcombe & Cavanagh, 2008; Nishida & Johnston,
2002). However, the results suggest that transients must occur at the attended location in
order to be of use in this way.
It is, of course, possible that transient signals other than the ones used here at
distal locations could disengage attention. The attentional capture literature has shown
that only under the correct circumstance (i.e. salience of the stimuli and task difficulty)
can distracting information affect attention to a target (Gaspelin & Luck, 2018).
However, taken together, these experiments showed that a shift in orientation was
effective at shortening the attentional window only when presented at the attended
location. This therefore suggests there is at the very least some privilege to the feature
changes at the attended location in extending and shortening the attentional window. The
next question these results pose then is whether the orientation shift in Experiment 3.1
was effective at decreasing selection latency because it occurred at the attended location
or specifically because the shift happened in a feature of the attended object. This
distinction between object-based and spatial attention is difficult to tease apart in
experimental paradigms but is important to make in understanding the neural mechanism
involved. In spatial attention, all of the information at the attended location is amplified
or otherwise prioritized in processing. In object-based attention, attention is selectively
applied to a given object. This is a more complex process than a purely spatial
deployment of attention, as first an object needs to be defined and isolated from
surrounding information. In this chapter, only a transient presented at the cued location
was successful in affecting the duration of the attentional window. This could be a
product of attention being applied at the spatial level and therefore amplifying all feature
information at that location. Then, when a transient occurred at that location, the
attentional window was shortened compared to its duration had no transient occurred.
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However, another, equally plausible hypothesis is that this form of attention is applied at
the object level and therefore the only reason that the transient in orientation was
successful in shortening attention is because it disrupted the object representation of the
cued shape.
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Chapter 4: How does the attentional selection of one feature affect
another?

Thus far we have discussed the effects of smooth and transient feature changes on
the duration of the attentional window. This chapter builds on the past results and tests
whether the smooth or transient changes in one task-relevant feature affect the attentional
window’s duration for another task-relevant feature at that location. To begin, a fourth
pilot study is presented in which participants monitored 3 rotating, changing color shapes
and were asked to report both their color and orientation at the time of a cue. One of the
important findings of this study is that color and orientation are not selected at the same
latency, nor are their selection times correlated with one another. These results suggest
that features are sampled independently from an object or region of the visual field and
then bound together retroactively. Often when temporal binding is studied in the
literature it is in exploring the brain’s ability to judge synchronicity of two changing
stimuli (Cass & Van der Burg, 2014) or changing features within a stimulus (e.g. color
and motion) (Holcombe & Cavanaugh, 2008; Nishida & Johnson, 2002). Here, instead,
we are looking at the visual system’s capability to extract information from two features
of an object at a moment in time marked by an external stimulus (the cue).
This work is most similar to studies conducted by Vul & Rich (2010) which found
independent sampling of color and identity of a target. Under conditions of low
attentional precision in time (i.e. an RSVP stream with an SOA of 75 ms), participants
often reported a stimulus identity and color as having occurred at the time of the cue
when no such combination was ever presented in the stream. The sampling of these
features was found not to be correlated with one another in time, meaning that later
selected identities were not more likely bound with later presented colors. Conversely,
when attentional precision was held constant but external variability was added to the cue
(i.e. adjusting whether the cue occurred at the time of the target or slightly before/after), a
correlation was found (Vul & Rich, 2010). These results are interesting as they suggest
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that the visual system is independently sampling features in time and retroactively
binding them together, possibly in combinations that never actually co-occurred.
Building off these findings and linking them to the attentional model proposed in
this dissertation, Chapter 4 looks at whether disrupting the smoothness of one feature
reduces the selection latency of the other. So far, the results presented suggest that this
form of attention is spatial or object-based in nature. The model thus assumes that an
attentional window opened at a given location or object is the deployment of attention to
all features there. Under this assumption, it follows that a salient change in one feature
would close this attentional window to all features, meaning that not only is the selection
latency reduced for the disrupted feature, but also any other features, regardless of
whether those features were themselves disrupted. Experiment 3.1’s results support this
hypothesis as a salient jump in orientation was able to reduce selection latency of the
smoothly changing color of that object. In this chapter both features are task-relevant and
the paradigm is designed to allow for the examination of whether this effect works in
both directions (i.e. a transient in orientation causes a shortened selection latency of color
and a transient in color causes a shortened selection latency in orientation). Under the
attentional drag theory, all features are treated the same; therefore, a transient change in
any features at the attended location should result in a reduction in selection latency for
all.

Pilot Experiment 4: Measuring attentional latency in selecting both color and
orientation
The original purpose of Pilot Experiment 4 was to test the latency difference in
feature selection between the fovea and the periphery. It is presented in this dissertation
however to provide the foundational work in looking at the selection latency difference
between features when both color and orientation are task relevant.
Method. Twenty undergraduate participants were recruited for this experiment
through the Pennsylvania State University subject pool. All participants were 18-23 with
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normal or corrected to normal vision and signed informed consent forms prior to
participating, in accordance with IRB guidelines
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same experiment room and monitors used in previous
experiments were used in this experiment as well. The same T-shapes used in Experiment
3.1 were used in this experiment. The T-shapes change color through the first circular
color trajectory described in Pilot Experiment 1.
Procedure. Participants were presented with three T-shapes, one in the middle of
the screen (where participants were told to foveate) and one on either side (4.8 degrees of
visual angle away from the center shape) (Figure 18). All three T-shapes rotated and
changed color through a cyclical color vector at a rate of 4° per 27 ms. The starting
orientation and color of each shape was randomly chosen on each trial as were the
shapes’ direction of rotation and color change. The same color vector was used for all 3
shapes. Between 2,700 and 5,400 ms into the trial, a white outline (the cue) flashed
around one of the shapes for 27 ms. The shapes continued to change color and rotate for

Figure 18 Schematic for Pilot Experiment 4. Panel A depicts stimuli presented during the trial. All 3 shapes smoothly
rotated and changed color (4 degrees per 27 ms). The cue in this experiment was a white outline that flashed around
one of the shapes for 27 ms. Panel B shows the response screens that participants were presented with at the end of
each trial. The order in which the features were asked was counterbalanced within block.
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another 810 ms after cue. At the end of each trial, participants reported the orientation
and color of the shape at the time of the cue, using the same report method as previously
described. The order in which the features were reported was counterbalanced within
block. After making their report, participants were shown the shape in the color and
orientation presented at the time of the cue as feedback. On any given trial there was an
equal probability of the cue appearing around any of the 3 shapes. This meant that there
were twice as many periphery trials (66) than fovea trials (33). This design avoided a
possible confound of expectancy.
Results. The bootstrapping method used in previous experiments was also used
here. Participants on average reported the color presented 221 ms, 95% CI [209, 232],
after the cue when the shape was in the periphery compared to 126 ms, 95 % CI [114,
142], when the shape was at the fovea (Figure 19). For orientation, participants selected

Figure 19: Temporal error histograms for Pilot Experiment 4. The left and right columns of graphs are color and
orientation reports respectively when the shape was either in the fovea (top) or periphery (bottom). Note that there
were two shapes in the periphery and so there are twice as many periphery trials as there was fovea trials. Means are
reported numerically and denoted on each graph with a red vertical line. The grey line in each graph marks the onset
of the cue (time zero).
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the orientation presented 234 ms, 95 % CI [225, 244], after the cue when the shape was in
the periphery and 200 ms, 95% CI [188, 214], in the fovea.
Using a similar permutation analysis as described earlier trials were shuffled on
the subject level collapsed first across dimension (color versus orientation) and then
across location (periphery versus fovea). There was a significant main effect of both
feature dimension, p = .01, and location, p < .001. To test for an interaction, participants’
trials were shuffled across locations but within dimension, meaning four distributions of
shuffled data were constructed for each permutation. Two of the distributions were color
reports, both with a random combination of periphery and fovea trials, and two were
orientation reports with the same combination of trials. A mixture model was fit to all
four of these distribution with the Von Mises’ means used to calculate two differences:
one from the shuffled color distributions and one from orientation distributions. The
ultimate value of interest was the difference of these differences. In this way a null
hypothesis distribution was built where the assumption was that the difference in mean
latency of report in both features was the same when the shape was in the fovea
compared to the periphery. This analysis found a significant interaction between feature
and location such that the reduction in selection latency between the periphery and the
fovea was greater for color than it was for orientation, p < .001.
Discussion. There are a couple of key findings from the data of Pilot Experiment
4. The first is that there is a significant selection latency difference between color and
orientation, suggesting that the attentional system is not taking a snapshot of a given
moment, as one might intuit having done the task. This does not however necessarily
indicate a difference in attentional window lengths for each feature. It is important to
keep in mind that color and orientation are processed differently in the brain, the extent to
which is unknown. The proposed model of attention does not make any claims about how
the brain ultimately comes up with the reported value, merely that the latency of this
value will be dependent on the duration of the attentional window. For example, it is
possible that the feature value reported is the last value available in the attentional
window. Another possibility is that the visual system integrates over values presented in
the attentional window and the reported value is something similar to an average. These
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are just two possible methods of how the visual system selects one feature value for
reporting and it is entirely possible that different features, such as color and orientation,
do not use the same method. Therefore, we cannot necessarily attribute latency
differences across features to differing durations of attentional engagement.
The second interesting finding is that while both features are selected earlier in
the fovea, the reduction in color latency is significantly greater than that of orientation.
The varying amounts of color processing resources available across the visual field is
well documented (Kaiser & Boynton, 1996). However one might imagine that the
increased number of cones at the fovea would lead to greater precision in report rather
than a latency decrease. Throughout this dissertation the reduction in selection latency
has been attributed to an earlier disengagement of attention. Under this explanation, the
results of Pilot Experiment 4 suggest that something about the fovea allows attention to
disengage earlier for color. However, the same degree of benefit is not seen in
orientation, suggesting that, if this is in fact a product of attention disengaging, attention
can disengage from one feature without disengaging from another at the same location.
This is contrary to the attentional drag theory, which assumes that this form of attention is
spatial and so cannot be disengaged from features individually.
An alternative explanation is that the latency benefit seen in the fovea for color is
not the product of the attentional window closing earlier, but rather attributed to some
difference in color processing at the fovea compared to the periphery. A change in
processing speed at the fovea for color but not orientation could result in a single
attentional window applied to both features resulting in earlier selection for color over
orientation. This explanation introduces a new factor when interpreting the mean
selection latency of features: sensory processing speed. However, this explanation also
allows for the possibility that the model proposed here is correct and attentional windows
are applied to a region of the visual field rather than individually to different features
presented there. This chapter explores these two competing theories that might explain
the results found in Pilot Experiment 4.
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Experiment 4.1: Does a transient in one feature affect the sampling of another?
Pilot Experiment 2 shows that a random presentation of a feature (color) leads to a
shorter selection latency compared to a smooth presentation. With this in mind,
Experiment 4.1 varies whether one or both features of an object change smoothly. The
critical question here is whether salient jumps in one feature affect the selection latency
of the other.
Method. Twenty-one undergraduates, ages 18-23 participated in this experiment.
The recruitment method and obtaining consent was the same as previously described.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same monitors described in previous experiments were
used here. The same stimuli used in Pilot Experiment 4 were used in this experiment as
well. The cue used in this experiment was the same white or black ring (counterbalanced
across participants) used in the previous chapters’ experiments. This cue ring was always
presented with a distractor ring that was the other color (white or black, depending).
Procedure. As in previous experiments, participants were told to keep their eyes
on the cross in the center of the screen and monitor the two T-shapes that were rotating
and changing color throughout the trial (one on each side of fixation). The starting color
and orientation, as well as the direction of change in both features, was randomized for
each shape at the start of every trial. Between 2,700 and 5,400 ms into the trial, a cue ring
flashed around one of the shapes simultaneously with a distractor ring which flashed
around the other. Both rings were on the screen for 27 ms. The shapes continued to
change for another 1,215 ms after the cue. At the end of the trial participants were asked
to report both the color and the orientation of the shape at the time of the cue using the
same report method described earlier. As feedback, after reporting both features,
participants were shown the cued shape in the color and orientation presented at the time
of the cue.
There were 4 conditions in this experiment. In the All-Smooth condition both the
color and orientation of the T-shapes changed along their circular trajectories at a rate of
16° per 108 ms (the same rate of change used in Smooth conditions of previous
experiments). In the All-Random condition, both features changed pseudo-randomly such
that a new randomly chosen feature value, at least 30° from the previous feature value,
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was selected every 108 ms. Again, these were the same constraints used in Random
conditions of previous experiments. In the Color-Smooth condition, the color of the Tshapes changed smoothly (16° every 108 ms) whereas the orientation changed pseudorandomly every 108 ms. Conversely, in the Orientation-Smooth condition, orientation of

Figure 20: Temporal error histograms for Experiment 4.1. Top row: color and orientation temporal error for
the All-Smooth condition. Middle row: the large graphs are the color and orientation reports for the ColorSmooth and Orientation-Smooth conditions, respectively. Note that the two large graphs of this row are not
data from the same condition as the other feature in those conditions was changing randomly. The randomly
changing feature’s temporal error histograms have been inlaid in their corresponding smooth feature graphs.
Bottom row: color and orientation temporal error for the All-Random. All random changing feature graphs
have been discretized in accordance with the methods outlined in Pilot Experiment 2. The grey vertical line
denotes the time of the cue onset (time zero). The red vertical line marks the average selection latency. As
analysis was only preformed on the smooth changing features, no mean lined has been plotted on the
random feature graphs.
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the shapes changed smoothly whereas color changed randomly. There were 28 trials in
each condition that were intermixed within block.
Results. As was also demonstrated in Chapter 2, reporting the cued orientation
during random presentation proved difficult for participants and resulted in a uniform
report across possible feature values. The purpose of this experiment was to test whether
the latency of reporting a smoothly changing feature would be influenced by the random
presentation of another, task-relevant feature of that object. To answer this question, two
comparisons were made using the same permutation analysis method previously
described. The first comparison was the mean selection latency of color when either both
features were changing smoothly (All-Smooth) compared to the mean selection latency
of color when only color was changing smoothly and orientation changed randomly
(Color-Smooth). The second comparison was of the mean selection latency of orientation
when all features were changing smoothly (All-Smooth) compared to when only

Figure 21: Temporal error histograms for Experiment 4.1’s replication. Top row: color and orientation error for the
All-Smooth condition. Bottom row: The large graphs are color error for the Color-Smooth condition on the left and
orientation error for the Orientation-Smooth condition on the right. The smaller graphs inlaid are the discretized
error for the randomly changing feature in each of those respective conditions. Note in the replication study there
was no All-Random condition. The grey vertical line marks the time of the cue and the red vertical line marks the
mean selection latency.
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orientation was changing smoothly, and color was changing randomly (OrientationSmooth).
When both features of the T-shape were changing smoothly, participants selected
the color presented 138 ms, 95% CI [103, 175], after the cue and the orientation
presented 186 ms, 95% CI [166, 209], after the cue (Figure 20). When orientation was
changing randomly and color was changing smoothly, participants selected the color
presented 33 ms, 95% CI [8, 57], after the cue. When color was changing randomly and
orientation was changing smoothly, participants selected the orientation presented 188
ms, 95% CI [167, 208], after the cue. This resulted in a significant difference in color
selection depending on whether orientation changed smoothly or randomly, p =.005, but
no significant difference in orientation selection depending on the presentation style of
color, p = .57.
This experiment was originally proposed with a balanced design, showing all
possible combinations of features (color and orientation) and presentation types (smooth
or random). However, as the key comparison here only required the above mentioned 3
conditions, a replication study was run with a larger sample size (35 participants)
excluding the All-Random condition. This allowed for more trials of the critical three
conditions (33 trials in each, intermixed within block). The sample recruitment method
and experimental design (aside from excluding the All-Random condition) was identical
to that in Experiment 4.1. In the replication study, the All-Smooth condition showed a
selection latency of 80 ms, 95% CI [57, 99], for color and 195 ms, 95% CI [178, 211], for
orientation (Figure 21). In the Color-Smooth condition, where orientation changed
randomly, color had a selection latency of 48 ms, 95% CI [32, 64], after the cue. In the
Orientation-Smooth condition, where color changed randomly, orientation had a selection
latency of 181 ms, 95% CI [166, 194], after the cue. There was a significant difference in
color selection depending on whether orientation was changing smoothly or randomly, p
= .007, however there was no such difference in orientation selection, p = .10.
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General Discussion
Experiment 3.1 showed that an abrupt change in orientation decreased the
selection latency of color despite the fact that the smoothly changing color input was
never actually disrupted itself. Chapter 4’s experiment and its replication study sought to
first replicate the results of Experiment 3.1, this time with both features being taskrelevant. Both Experiment 4.1 and its replication study found that abrupt changes in
orientation (as occurred when orientation changed randomly) resulted in an earlier
extraction of smoothly changing color information compared to when both features were
changing smoothly. This result supports the findings of Experiment 3.1 and generalizes
the effect to cases where both features are task-relevant.
Experiment 4.1 also built off of Experiment 3.1’s findings by testing whether
changes in color had the same effect on orientation selection as orientation changes had
on color selection. As it is currently proposed, the attentional drag theory assumes a

Figure 22: Illustration of the findings from Experiment 4.1 and previously presented work. From Pilot
Experiment 2 it is known that a transient change in color can shut off color sampling (denoted as the
recursive grey arrow on the ‘color sampling’ box). Experiments 2.1a & 2.1b showed some evidence that a
transient in orientation can shut off sampling of orientation information (denoted as the recursive grey
arrow on the ‘orientation sampling’ box). Experiments 3.1 & 4.1 demonstrated that a transient in
orientation can shut off color sampling (denoted as the straight arrow from the ‘orientation sampling’
box to the ‘color sampling’ box). However, there is no returning arrow from color sampling to orientation
sampling as the results of Experiment 4.1 demonstrated that a transient in color does not affect
orientation sampling.
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single window of attention that amplifies information at a given location. The theory
therefore attributes the results of Experiment 3.1 to the abrupt change in orientation
triggering the close of the attentional window at that location, leading to an earlier
selection latency in both features. As all features are treated equally in the model, this
would mean that an abrupt change in either feature would result in a decrease selection
latency of the other. However, the results of both Experiment 4.1 and its replication study
do not support this assumption as an abrupt change in color (when the feature is changing
randomly) does not cause a significant reduction in the selection latency of orientation,
though a shape’s randomly changing orientation does result in a significant reduction in
color selection latency (Figure 22). The discussion of Pilot Experiment 4 posited two
possible hypotheses: either the attentional window is spatial/object-based and thus when
it terminates, it terminates for both features, or the attentional window opens and closes
for each feature independently of the other. The results of Experiment 4.1 however do not
support either claim. Both transient changes in color and orientation have been shown to
decrease the selection latency of color. However, a transient change in color is
insufficient to decrease the selection latency of orientation. Thus the results suggest a
unidirectional dependence between the features that is not supported by the attentional
drag theory or the opposing hypothesis proposed. This could suggest some sort of
hierarchical ordering of features whereby some are more robust to transients than others.
More work, possibly using different features, is required to figure out whether these
results are the product of some unique processing mechanisms of either color or
orientation or if this unidirectional dependence is indicative of how features are ranked in
terms of contributing to the perception of an object changing smoothly in time.
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Chapter 5: Uncovering the neural correlates of attentional
disengagement.

Thus far this dissertation has discussed and explored the behavioral correlates of
attention. This chapter will explore what, if any, neural patterns of attentional
engagement can be detected through the use of EEG data. This work is largely
exploratory but will set the ground work for future studies to better understand the neural
mechanisms involved in the behavioral phenomena explored in the previous chapters.
The high temporal resolution of EEG recordings makes it a useful tool in measuring the
onset of rapid processes such as reflexive attention. First, a pilot study will be presented
which tested whether the latency of the N2pc and P3, two components that have been
linked to the onset of attention and consolidation, respectively (Luck & Hillyard, 1994;
Donchin, 1981), correlate with early and late color selection, as measured by behavioral
reports. The study found no such relationship between behavioral reports and the onset
latencies of either component. It was this lack of relationship that lead to the initial
consideration that perhaps these feature selections were indicative of the duration of the
attentional window rather than its onset.
Using ERPs to measure the offset of attention is not as straightforward as
measuring the onset of attention. ERPs, as the name implies, require an event to timelock each trial to. In this way, the components evoked by the event emerge in the
averaging and the uncorrelated noise cancels out. For measuring the onset of attention,
the presentation of the cue can be used as an event to time-lock each trials’ waveform for
averaging. Components with a high amount of temporal variability in their latency
relative to the time-locked event will produce waveforms of lower amplitude and longer
duration, more likely to be overwhelmed by noise (Luck, 2014). The sharpness of the
N2pc component speaks to the small amount of variability in the onset of attention. By
contrast, we see that the offset of attention, as approximated by behavioral reports, has a
large amount of variability (SD = 250ms). Additionally, the further away in time from the
time-locked event, the greater the amount of variability introduced to the waveform
(Luck, 2014). Due to the natural variability of the offset of attention and its temporal
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distance from a stimulus event, finding a component that corresponds to the closing of
the attentional window is unlikely through classic ERP analysis methods.
This chapter will use two alternative analysis techniques to possibly uncover the
neural correlates of attentional disengagement. These methods will first be applied to the
fifth pilot experiment where participants monitored two smoothly changing color disks
and then had to report the color of the disk at the time of the cue. The original analysis of
this data was with classic ERP techniques testing for a difference in component onset
latencies for “slow trials” (trials where the behavioral report was a feature value
presented later than a subject’s median report) and “fast trials” (trials where the
behavioral report was a feature value presented earlier than a subject’s median report).
Here, a spectral analysis is applied to this dataset to test whether neural oscillations
before or after the presentation of the cue will be predictive of how fast attention is able
to disengage at a location. Previous work has linked different bands of frequencies to
functions such as perception (Busch, Dubois, & VanRullen, 2009), attention (Sauseng et
al., 2005), and working memory (Foster, Sutterer, Serences, Vogel, & Awh, 2015). One
of the benefits of spectral analysis is that effects can be seen even when processes are not
time-locked to an event. This makes it an advantageous choice when exploring
mechanisms of attentional disengagement that exhibit a large amount of temporal
variability. The second analysis technique used in this chapter is machine learning to see
if neural data contains information which could predict behavior, specifically, whether
participants selected an early or late feature value. To do this we will use Pilot
Experiment 5’s dataset to train and test a machine learning classifier to differentiate
between fast and slow trials (as defined previously). Machine learning has been used
before both with EEG data (Hogendoorn & Burkitt, 2018) and with MEG data (Cichy,
Pantazis, & Oliva, 2014). However, typically in machine learning applications,
researchers have been interested in decoding the representation of a stimulus or location.
In this chapter, instead of decoding a neural representation, this work tries to uncover the
presence of a neural process, namely, the disengagement of attention.
The second experiment of this chapter (Experiment 5.1) is a replication of Pilot
Experiment 2 where selection of smooth versus random color presentation was compared,
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this time with the addition of EEG data being collected. The three analysis techniques
applied to Pilot Experiment 5 (ERP latency comparison, spectral analysis, and a machine
learning decoder) were then applied to Experiment 5.1. The purpose of this experiment
was to see if some of the null effects found in Pilot Experiment 5 were due to the small
difference in selection latency between fast and slow trials of a smoothly changing color.
Instead, comparing selection of a smoothly changing color to a randomly changing color
will increase the latency difference in behavior and make finding an effect more
probable, if in fact there is any effect to be found.

Pilot Experiment 5: Explaining intertrial variability in selection latency of
smoothly changing color with EEG analysis
The original goal of this experiment was to see whether behavioral measurements
of feature selection latency are linked to EEG components of stimulus processing. The
two components used here were the N2pc and the P3. The N2 posterior contralateral, or
N2pc, is a brief negativity in the posterior, contralateral electrodes seen around 250 ms
after the presentation of a lateral visual target. The N2pc has been linked to processes
such as spatial filtering (Luck & Hillyard, 1994), target enhancement (Eimer, 1996),
individuation (Mazza & Caramazza, 2011) and target localization (Tan & Wyble, 2015).
Studies often use the N2pc latency to measure the speed of attention (Callahan-Flintoft &
Wyble, 2017; Eimer & Grubert, 2014) as most theories agree that it is related to the onset
of spatial reflexive attention.
The second component measured in this experiment was the P3, which is a
positive deflection relative to baseline around 300 to 400ms after stimulus onset. This
component has been linked to the consolidation of a target into working memory (Polich,
2007), as studies have found a suppressed P3 elicited by a second target during the
attentional blink, corresponding to diminished accuracy (Vogel & Luck, 2002;
Kranczioch, Debener & Engel, 2003). The P3 is a broad component that has also been
linked to cognitive stages such as decision making, information processing
(Nieuwenhuis, Aston-Jones, & Cohen, 2005) or even processing capacity (Kok, 2001).
However it is generally agreed to reflect the transferring of information from early to late
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stages of visual processing. By measuring the latency of both the N2pc and the P3, Pilot
Experiment 5 explored possible links between the behavioral selection latency which has
been discussed throughout this dissertation and the onset of processing stages such as
attention and consolidation.
Next, a continuous wavelet transformation was performed on the data. Previous
research has shown that neural populations may communicate with one another by
synchronizing their firing patterns, possibly creating an oscillation in electrical potentials
readable at the level of the scalp (Buschman & Kastner, 2015). These oscillations are not
stimulus-locked and so may not be in phase with one another from trial to trial. Because
of this, they are often not evident in ERP waveforms. Spectral analysis provides an
advantageous approach to EEG data to examine what oscillations are present and when.
Using a wavelet instead of a Fourier transform allows for the necessary temporal
precision required when studied cognitive processes that evolve over short timeframes.
In looking at when certain frequency bands increase and decrease in power,
researchers have been able to link these frequencies with different cognitive processes.
One frequency band that has been explored in great lengths in attention work is alpha (812Hz). Alpha desynchronization has been found in contralateral posterior areas of the
brain when participants are instructed to attend to one area of the visual field. Moreover,
the amount by which alpha is modulated, scales with the spatial certainty of the cue
presented before the target (Gould, Rushworth, & Nobre, 2011). Alpha has also been
shown to track with spatial shifts in attention (Bahramisharif, Van Gerven, Heskes, &
Jensen, 2010) as well as to be linked to active spatial representations in working memory
(Foster, Bsales, Jaffe, & Awh, 2017). While it is still unclear exactly what neural
processes alpha reflects, results suggest that it is linked with spatial selectivity and
attention. With these findings in mind this work sought to answer whether alpha power
before or after the cue differed between fast and slow trials. As alpha desynchronization
has been associated with spatial attention, the attentional drag theory may predict that
slow trials should have less alpha power in the time after the cue than fast trials. The
logic here is that if slow trials are the product of extended attentional engagement, alpha
should be desynchronized for longer in slower trials than in fast. An alternative
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hypothesis however could be that the state of spatial attention prior to the cue is
responsible for the variability in selection latency seen within trials. This would be
counter to the attentional drag theory, which does not account for any processes occurring
prior to the deployment of reflexive attention. To test this theory, a wavelet analysis was
used to compare alpha power in the time frame prior to cue between fast and slow trials.
Together, these analyses may shed light on whether attentional allocation before or after
the cue is responsible for the selection latency differences seen in behavior.
Finally, a machine learning classifier is applied to the data as a way of discerning
whether differing neural patterns exist by which to predict fast and slow feature selection
in behavior. Machine learning has become quite popular in analyzing both EEG and
MEG data (Cichy, Khosla, Pantazis & Oliva, 2017; Müller, Tangermann, Dornhege,
Krauledat, Curio, & Blankertz, 2008). One example, closely related to the current work
of this dissertation, was done by Hogendoorn & Burkitt (2018). There, participants were
asked to monitor a shape that either moved between 8 locations on the screen in a circular
trajectory or in random order. Animal literature shows an anticipatory response in single
cell recordings of neurons in the monkey superior colliculus whose receptive fields
encompass a saccade target (Quinet & Goffart, 2015). Researchers were interested in
whether spatial representations of future positions would become active when
participants were able to predict the trajectory of the object. Using machine learning they
were able to decode active spatial representations and see that when the object was
moving in the circle, the next position in the trajectory was preemptively activated. This
is result is the first to show that perhaps similar processes that we have recorded at the
cellular level in animals exist in humans. However, because of the retinotopic
organization of visual cortex, classifying a spatial representation using EEG data is much
easier than other features, such as color. Therefore instead of trying to decode for color
representation, a support vector machine (SVM) is trained to discriminate between fast
and slow trials at time points both before and after the cue. If the only difference between
fast and slow trials is the extension of the attentional window in slow trials, as the
attentional drag theory proposes, then the SVM accuracy should increase from chance
sometime after the onset of attention, indicative of a change in the neural processes (and
thereby patterns) between fast and slow trials.
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Method. Thirty-five participants were recruited from the Pennsylvania State
University subject pool for Pilot Experiment 5 with 30 participants usable for analysis
after artifact rejection (explained below). All participants were ages 18-23 with normal or
corrected to normal vision. Participants filled out informed consent forms prior to the
experiment and received course credit for participating.
Stimuli & Apparatus. Participants sat in a comfortable chair 91 cm away from a
46 cm CRT monitor (1024x768, 60 Hz refresh rate). The experiment room where the
participant was seated was electrically shielded. Stimuli were the same colored disks
described in Pilot Experiment 1. Stimuli were presented using MATLAB 2012 with
Psychophysics Toolbox-3 extension (Brainard, 1997).
Procedure. The experimental paradigm of Pilot Experiment 5 was similar to the
Smooth condition of Pilot Experiment 1. Participants kept their eyes on a fixation cross in
the middle of the screen while monitoring two changing color disks, one on either side of
fixation. The disks changed along their circular color trajectory at a rate of 4° every 33
ms. Every 230 ms two distractor rings would flash (one around each color disk) for 33
ms. Between 1,600 and 3,100 ms into each trial, a cue ring and distractor ring appeared
around the disks for 33 ms. The cue was either a white or black ring and the distractor
ring was the other color (counterbalanced across participants but consistent through the
experiment). Distractor rings continued to appear every 230 ms and the disks continued
to change color for 990 ms after the cue. At the end of every trial the fixation cross was
replaced by either a period or a comma. Participants were then asked to report the color
of the disk at the time of the cue using the continuous report method described
previously. On a third of trials participants were also asked to report whether a comma or
period had replaced the fixation cross. The purpose of this secondary task was to
encourage participants to maintain fixation even after the cue flashed, though actual
exclusion of trials due to eye movements was performed using EOG data described
below. After reporting was over participants were shown a score from 0-100 as feedback,
where a score of 100 meant that they had reported the exact color presented at the time of
the cue and a score of 0 meant their reported color was 180° away from the cued color.
The score gave no indication of the direction of error.
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EEG recording. A 32-channel sintered Ag/AgC1 electrode array mounted in an
elastic cap according to the 10-20 system was used in this experiment. The electrodes
recorded from were: FP1, FP2, F3, F4, FZ, F4, F8, FT7, FT8, FC3, FC4, FCz, T3, T4,
C3, C4, Cz, TP7, TP8, CP3, CP4, CPz, T5, T6, P3, P4, Pz, O1, O2, and Oz (QuikCap,
Neuroscan Inc.), with the reference electrode placed on the tip of the nose. The amplifier
was a Neuroscan Synamps with a band pass filter of 0.05-100 Hz. The original sampling
rate was 500 Hz which was later reduced offline to 250 Hz. The impedance for all
electrodes was lowered to 5 kΩ or less prior to the start of the experiment. VEOG and
HEOG electrodes were placed on the lower and upper orbital ridge of the left eye as well
as the outer canthus of each eye respectively. All ERPs were time locked to the cue onset
with an epoch ranging from 1,000 ms before the cue to 2,000 ms after. Baseline activity
from a window -200 to 0 ms relative to cue onset was subtracted from each trial.
In order to isolate components associated with cognitive processes, trials in which
an eye movement was detected were excluded from analysis. To detect horizontal eye
movements the difference between HEOL and HEOR electrodes was used. If the average
voltage in a moving 32 ms time window exceeding 20 μV the trial was deemed to have
contained an eye movement and was excluded. A difference between VEOU and VEOL
electrodes of more than 100 μV, resulted in the exclusion of a trial as having contained a

Figure 23: Temporal error histogram for Pilot Experiment 5’s
behavioral data where color disks were changing around a circular
trajectory at a rate of 4° every 33 ms. The grey and red vertical lines
denote the onset of the cue and mean selection latency,
respectively.
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blink. Additionally, if any channel exceeded an absolute value of 100 μV during the
epoched window, that trial was excluded. Participants with fewer than 40 trials were
excluded from analysis. Analysis and artifact rejection was performed with a combination
of custom MATLAB 2012 scripts and EEGLab 13.3.2b functions (Delorme & Makeig,
2004).
Results. The same bootstrapping method described earlier was used to generate
confidence intervals for the behavioral data. The mean selection latency of color was 165
ms, 95% CI [156, 175] (Figure 23).
ERP analysis. The first analysis method used on Pilot Experiment 5’s data was a
classic ERP analysis to compare component onset latency. The timepoint of 50% peak
amplitude was used as the onset time for both the N2pc and the P3 component (Kiesel,
Miller, Jolicœur, & Brisson, 2008). Because EEG data at the individual trial level is
noisy, a Jackknife method was used (Ulrich & Miller, 2001). This method involves
measuring the latency of a component for each leave-one-out sample. The latency
measurements are then compared in a repeated measures ANOVA with a corrected Fvalue (Ulrich & Miller, 2001). For the N2pc a window of 100 to 300 ms was used and for
the P3 a window for 100 to 500 ms was used. EEG data was divided into two categories
based on a behavioral median split within participant. Fast trials were defined as trials in
which the behaviorally measured selection latency of that trial was earlier than that

Figure 24: Grand average waveforms from Pilot Experiment 5. A) Contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms from
electrodes P7 and P8. B) Contralateral minus ipsilateral difference waveform from P7 and P8. The vertical grey line in
both graphs denotes the average onset latency of the N2pc (180 ms).
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Figure 25: Median split analysis for Pilot Experiment 5. A) Behavioral data split into “fast” trials where the
selection latency was earlier than the median latency or “slow” trials where the selection latency was later than
the median latency. B) Difference waves for fast and slow trials showing no difference in onset of the N2pc
component between trial types. C) Pz electrode plotted to show the P3 component for fast and slow trials. There
was no onset latency difference in this component between trial types.

participant’s median selection latency. Slow trials were, conversely, trials where the
selection latency was later than the median.
The grand average waveforms are presented in Figure 24 to show the overall
components before the median split was performed. There was no significant difference
seen in either N2pc onset latency (M = 172 ms, SE = 8, for fast trials and M = 186 ms, SE
= 11, for slow trials) F(1,29) = 1.08, p = .31, or P3 latency (M = 333 ms, SE = 15, for
slow trials and M = 330 ms, SE = 10, for fast trials), F(1,29) = .03, p = .86 (Figure 25). A
follow up analysis using only trials 2 standard deviations from the behavioral mean
latency (which should provide the most extreme behavioral difference) also did not show
a difference in either component’s onset. A median split analysis was also done by
dividing participants into fast and slow categories based on their mean selection latency.
There was no significant difference in component latencies between fast and slow
participants.
Spectral analysis. A continuous wavelet transformation was performed using the
MATLAB 2017b Signal Processing toolbox. A Morse wavelet1 was applied to each trial
(an epoch of 1,000 ms before cue onset to 2,000 ms after cue onset) and the power across
trials at each time point and frequency was averaged within participant for fast and slow

1

The spectral analysis in both experiments of this chapter was also performed using a Morlet wavelet and
found the same results.
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Figure 26: Power spectrogram across alpha band frequencies for fast and
slow trials. The dotted white line marks the cone of inference, outside of
which boundary effects from the wavelet transformation are significant and
inferences cannot be drawn. Comparisons were made of average power
between fast and slow trials in both the pre-cue (-500 to 0 ms) and post-cue
(0 to 500 ms) time windows.

trials. Alpha power was defined as the average power of frequencies between 8 and 12
Hz. As alpha frequency has been shown to change in the contralateral hemisphere of the
attended region (Gould et al., 2011), electrodes P7 and P8 were used for trials where the
cue appeared on the right and left of the screen, respectively. The pre-cue time window
analyzed was defined as 500 ms before cue onset and the post-cue time window was
defined as the 500 ms after the onset of the cue. There was no significant difference in
alpha power between fast trials (M = 16.4 nW, SD = 5.8) and slow trials (M = 15.9 nW,
SD = 6.3), t(29) = 1.3. p = .18, in the pre-cue window (Figure 26). However there was
difference in alpha power between fast (M = 14.8 nW, SD = 5.1) and slow (M = 15.5 nW,
SD = 5.7) trials, t(29) = -2.7, p = .01 in the post-cue window.
Machine learning analysis. To test whether there exists a neural pattern by which
to classify fast versus slow trials, an SVM was trained and tested on the data. To do this,
for each subject, the average voltage for every channel was calculated for each 20 ms
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time window starting from the time of the cue onset (0 ms) to 500 ms post-cue onset. For
each of these time windows, an SVM was trained on 90% of the trials, labeled fast and
slow trials, using the channel activations as features. This SVM was then tested on the
remaining 10% of trials in order to get an estimated accuracy per participant. This
training and testing split was performed 10 times. The average accuracy was calculated

Figure 27: Average classification accuracy for an SVM trained on 20 ms time
windows from 0 (time of cue) to 500 ms post cue onset. The grey bar marks .5
accuracy (chance performance).

per participant and then averaged across participants to give an average classification
accuracy for that time window. This process was then repeated for each time window. To
for significance, the same procedure was repeated a thousand times but with the labels of
fast and slow trials randomly shuffled. This process yields a distribution of accuracies for
each time point when the classifier is applied to two conditions with no true difference.
Comparing the true classification accuracies to these distributions gives a set of p-values
over time showing windows of time where the classifier was significantly above chance
at predicting whether a trial was a fast or slow trial. There were no a-priori criteria for
how long such a time window would need to be in order to count as significant. As this
work is exploratory, the idea is that its results will serve as the criteria for future studies.
Unfortunately, no such direction could be given to future studies as the classifier
had no significant time windows of classifying trials above chance rate (Figure 27).
Discussion. Together, the combined analyses applied to Pilot Experiment 5’s data
were not successful in discerning the neural correlates of fast versus slow trials. The ERP
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analysis showed no difference between component onset latency either at the stage of
attention or consolidation. This finding does not conflict with the attentional drag theory
which proposes that the differences in selection latency are not a product of differing
attentional onset latencies but rather a difference in the offset or disengagement of
attention. As previously explained, this disengagement of attention is difficult to measure
with classic ERP methods alone and so two new analyses were applied to the data.
The first was a spectral analysis which found no difference in alpha power prior to
the onset of the cue. This result is also consistent with the attentional drag theory which
does not account for the endogenous attentional state prior to the cue. The spectral
analysis did however find a significant difference in alpha power between trial types in
the post-cue time period. From visual inspection this difference appears to be largely
driven by an increase in alpha power which occurs slightly before 500 ms post cue onset.
This increase in power is seen in both trial types but is larger in the slow trials. The
attentional drag theory would have predicted that if there was a difference in alpha, it
would be the fast trials which would have exhibited larger alpha power in the post-cue
time period. This is because alpha desynchronization has been associated with the
allocation of spatial attention (Gould et al., 2011). If slow trials are the product of
extended attentional engagement, as is proposed by the attentional drag theory, then alpha
should be desynchronized for longer in these trials, resulting in less alpha power in the
post-cue time period. However this was not found in Pilot Experiment 5’s data. It is
unclear why there would be an increase in alpha power for the post-cue time period in
slow compared to fast trials. As this effect is driven by activity in the tail end of the postcue time period, this difference could result from processing differences outside of the
stage of attention and have more to do with consolidation or storage of information. As
this work is exploratory, any effects found should be interpreted as grounds for future
work and replication rather than definitive evidence of an effect.
Finally, an SVM classifier showed no ability to predict whether trials had fast or
slow behavioral selection across a 500 ms window after cue onset. Most machine
learning work using EEG or MEG data has sought to decode representations of visual
stimuli in the brain. Here, the classifier was training on trials where the same input was
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being received by the visual system and the task was to discern what, if any, reliable
differences there was in neural patterns driven solely by cognitive processes. This is a
much more difficult task in that the differences in cortical activation (as readable with
scalp electrodes) may be much subtler than when presenting the system with objects at
different location or different orientations. It is unsurprising then that no significant result
was found. It could be that a method such as MEG with superior spatial resolution would
allow for better dissociation between trial types as processing in different, neighboring
cortical areas may begin at different latencies in fast and slow trials.

Pilot Experiment 5b: Controlling for stimulus imbalance.
Before presenting Experiment 5.1 it is important to verify that the component
assumed to represent the onset of attention, the N2pc, is in fact the product of target
processing rather than a stimulus artifact. One could argue that the lateralized component
we identified as the N2pc was not in fact linked to the onset of attention but rather a
reflection of an imbalance in sensory information. The cue and distractor ring was
purposefully presented in black and white, counterbalanced across subjects, in order to
balance the luminance presented at the time of the cue. However despite this, an
argument could still be made that the salience of the cue as the only pop-out stimulus
could be what drives the lateralized difference that has been, perhaps erroneously,
attributed to the onset of attention. To address this, Pilot Experiment 5b presented the
exact same stimuli but this time the cue and distractor rings were task-irrelevant.
This control experiment was designed specifically to test whether the N2pc
component analyzed in the previous pilot experiment was the product of lower level
stimulus processing or in fact a reflection of attentional onset.
Method. Seven participants were recruited for this control experiment using the
same method as previously described. The same exact stimuli and procedure was used
here as in Pilot Experiment 5 except that this time participants were only told to report
whether the fixation cross changed into a period or a comma at the end of each trial.
Importantly, the same exact stimulus input was presented here with regards to the disks,
the cue, and the distractor rings, however this time they were task-irrelevant.
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Figure 28: Grand average waveforms from Pilot Experiment 5b. A) Contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms from
electrodes P7 and P8. B) Contralateral minus ipsilateral difference wave. The grey vertical bar in both graphs denotes
the onset latency of the N2pc in Pilot Experiment 5.

Results. A window based (100 to 300 ms post cue onset) ANOVA showed no
significant difference between contralateral and ipsilateral waveforms, F(1,6) = 3.84, p >
.09, showing a lack of an N2pc to the cue when it is task irrelevant (Figure 28).
Discussion. These results demonstrate that the lateralized component measured in
the previous experiment was not the result of a low-level stimulus imbalance as no
lateralized difference is seen when the same stimulus input (the salient cue) is taskirrelevant. By observation there also does not appear to be a P3 in this data either, lending
support to our previous interpretation that the components analyzed in the earlier dataset
reflected the onset of attention and consolidation.

Experiment 5.1: Exploring the neural correlates of selection latency differences
between random and smooth color change presentation.
While many of the analyses of Pilot Experiment 5 failed to find a difference
between fast and slow trials, this could be the product of a small latency difference
between trial types. It could be that with a larger latency difference (such as the one seen
in comparing smooth and random color presentation) there would be large, and therefore
more detectable, effects to be found in the EEG data. Another possibility is that the
variability in the latency of selection from smoothly changing features is not the product
of variability in duration of attentional engagement. While the attentional drag theory
attributes the latency difference between the selection of color from a smoothly versus
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randomly changing color streams to a difference in the attentional window’s duration in
either condition, there are many other sources of variability. It could be then that the
variability within condition seen in Pilot Experiment 5 was largely driven by internal
noise or the variance in selecting the ultimate color from within the array of colors
amplified within the attentional window. If this additional source of variability is driving
the spread of selection latencies seen in Pilot Experiment 5, then comparing the EEG data
of fast versus slow trials would not reveal difference in the timing of attentional
disengagement.
To increase the probability of detecting a difference in neural data and to try and
more directly compare trials with differing durations of attentional engagement, the same
analysis techniques employed in Pilot Experiment 5 were applied again but this time to
EEG data collected in a replication study of Pilot Experiment 2 where trials presented
color disks either changing smoothly along a circular color trajectory or randomly. This
allows for the comparison between trials in which the attentional drag theory would
predict a longer or shorter attentional window to see if the behavioral difference is
reflected in the neural data.
Method. Twenty undergraduates were recruited from the Pennsylvania subject
pool, ages 18-23. Again, all participants signed informed consent in accordance with IRB
guidelines.
Stimuli & Apparatus. The same stimuli and experiment room used in Pilot
Experiment 5 were used here.
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Procedure. The same procedure used in Pilot Experiment 2 was used here with a
few changes. Just as in Pilot Experiment 2, participants monitored two changing colored
disks while maintaining gaze on a fixation cross in the middle of the screen. Due to the
refresh rate of the monitor, in the Smooth condition colors changed 16° along the selected
color trajectory every 132 ms (instead of 108 ms as in Pilot Experiment 2). In the
Random condition, the color of the disks changed pseudo-randomly every 132 ms, such
that a presented color was always at least 30° from the previous color. Importantly, the
SOA in both conditions was the same. As in Pilot Experiment 5, distractor rings flashed
around both disks for 33 ms every 264 ms. Between 1,650 and 3,135 ms after the start of
the trial, a cue (a white or black ring, counterbalanced across participants) appeared
around one disk and a distractor ring (the other color, white or black) appeared around the
other disk for 33 ms. The color disks continued to change color and the distractor rings
continued to appear at their previous rate (every 264 ms for 33 ms) for another 1,320 ms
after the presentation of the cue. As in Pilot Experiment 5, the fixation cross was replaced
with a period or a comma at the end of every trial and on a third of trials participants
were asked to report which symbol appeared in addition to reporting the color of the disk

Figure 29: Behavioral data from Experiment 5.1 where the color of the disks either changed 16° around a circular
trajectory every 108 ms (Smooth condition, left) or pseudo-randomly every 108 ms (Random condition, right). The
grey vertical line in both graphs denotes the time of the cue (time zero) whereas the red vertical line denotes the
mean selection latency in each condition.
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Figure 30: Contralateral and ipsilateral (electrodes P7/P8) grand average waveforms for the Smooth (left) and
Random (right) conditions of Experiment 5.1.

at the time of the cue. The same continuous report method and feedback used in Pilot
Experiment 2 was used here.
Results. The same permutation analysis, bootstrapping method and trial exclusion
criteria described in Pilot Experiment 2 was used here. On average each participant had 8
(SD = 3) Smooth condition trials and 20 (SD = 4) Random condition trials excluded from
analysis. Participants on average selected the color presented 127 ms, 95% CI [115, 140],
after the cue in the Smooth condition and 14 ms, 95% CI [-10, 38], after the cue in the
Random condition (Figure 29). This selection latency difference was significant, p <
.001, replicating the results found in Pilot Experiment 2.

Figure 31: Left: contralateral minus ipsilateral difference waveforms from electrode P7 and P8 showing the N2pc
component for both the Random and Smooth conditions. Right: Pz electrode plotted to show the P3 component for
both the Random and Smooth condition.
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ERP analysis. The grand average waveforms from electrodes P7 and P8 are
shown for each condition in Figure 30. Comparing the onset latency of the N2pc showed
no difference between the Smooth (M = 190 ms, SE = 17) and Random condition (M =
183 ms, SE = 12), p = .70 (Figure 31). Similarly, no difference was found between the P3
onset latencies of the Smooth (M = 348 ms, SE = 19) and Random conditions (339 ms,
SE = 7), p = 59.
Spectral analysis. Using the same parameters described in Pilot Experiment 5’s
result section, a continuous wavelet transformation showed no significant difference in
alpha power in the pre-cue time window between the Smooth (M = 21 nW, SD = 16) and
Random (M = 22 nW, SD = 19) conditions, t(19) = -1.5 p =.15 (Figure 32). Neither was
any difference found in the post-cue time window for the Smooth (M = 19, SD = 14) and
Random condition (M = 18, SD = 12), p = .17.

Figure 32: Power spectrogram across alpha band frequencies for the Smooth
(top) and Random (bottom) condition. The cone of inference, which marks
where inference can no longer be drawn due to boundary effects is marked
with a white dashed line. Comparisons were made of average power between
Random and Smooth trials in both the pre-cue (-500 to 0 ms) and post-cue (0 to
500 ms) time windows.
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Figure 33: Power spectrogram of the grand average difference wave. The cone of
inference, which marks areas with potential boundary effects, is denoted with a
white dashed line. The time window of comparison for this analysis was 300 to
900 ms post cue onset.

Visual inspection of the grand average difference wave (Figure 31, left) showed a
regular, continued oscillation in the Smooth condition after the N2pc that was not as
apparent in the Random condition waveform. This oscillation appeared to be time locked
to the color presentation rate (7.5 Hz). This sort of event locked oscillation is referred to
as a steady-state visually evoked potential (SSVEP) and has been used previously to track
attention (Störmer & Alvarez, 2014). To analyze whether there was a significant
difference between conditions, another wavelet analysis was performed however this
time on a jackknifed dataset in order to preserve the oscillation which is only evident
after averaging across participants. A repeated measures ANOVA with corrected F-value
was run on the 7.4-7.8 Hz frequency band between 300 and 900 ms post cue on set.
While visually the wavelet analysis showed the same difference between conditions
observed in the waveforms, the results showed no significant difference between Smooth
(M = .05 nW, SE = .03) and Random (M = .03 nW, SE = .02), F(1,19) = .5, p =.48
(Figure 33).
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Figure 34: Average classification accuracy for decoding Smooth versus Random
trials from an SVM trained on 20 ms time windows from 0 (time of cue) to 500
ms post cue onset. The grey bar marks .5 accuracy (chance performance).

Machine learning analysis. The same training and testing method for an SVM
classifier described in the results section of Pilot Experiment 5 was used here. This time
instead of classifying slow and fast trials, the classifier was trained to predict whether a
trial was from the Smooth condition or Random condition. The same permutation
analysis was implemented here as described previously. There were no significant
windows of time where the classifier performed significantly above chance (Figure 34).
Discussion. Similar to Pilot Experiment 5, Experiment 5.1 did not show any
evidence of differences in the neural data corresponding to the behavioral differences
found. In this experiment one additional analysis was added in order to test a possible
difference that was noticed upon inspection of the grand average difference waveform. It
should be noted that analyzing data based on a pattern seen in the data is strictly for
exploratory purposes and would require a replication before inferences could be made on
any effects found. Here, a time-locked oscillation was seen to occur in the Smooth
condition after the N2pc but not in the Random condition. Judging by the frequency, the
oscillations appeared to be the product of the color presentation rate rather than the
flashing distractor rings. It is interesting that there might be more SSVEP to color change
in the Smooth condition when the color change is much less salient than in the Random
condition. Furthermore, in order for this SSVEP to be evident in the difference wave, the
oscillation must be more dominant in the contralateral compared to the ipsilateral
electrodes. Previous studies have found increased SSVEP amplitude to items which are
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being attended (Störmer & Alvarez, 2014). From this it could be hypothesized that a
contralateral SSVEP time-locked to color presentation could be the product of an
extended attentional window at the cued location. No such SSVEP would be predicted for
the Random condition then as the attention drag theory would propose that the attentional
window has already closed at that location. However, though there was slightly more
SSVEP in the Smooth than in the Random condition, this difference was not significant.
Similarly, there was no difference between conditions in alpha power before or after the
cue, nor was an SVM able to distinguish between the two conditions.

General Discussion
In developing the attentional drag theory an important finding was the lack of
difference in N2pc onset latency between fast and slow trials in Pilot Experiment 5. This
finding supported the idea that selection latency of a smoothly changing feature was not a
product of when attention was first deployed. Furthermore, no difference in the P3
latency suggested that this variability in latency is not accounted for by a difference in the
onset of information consolidation. However, while the attentional drag theory attributes
the latency difference seen between smooth and random presentation of color to a
difference in the duration of the attentional window, the theory is not explicit as to the
cause of the variability in selection latency with trials of smoothly changing color. That
variability could be due to any number of sources, including but not limited to: sensorymotor noise in reporting the color, working memory noise, or variability in the selection
of the stored color from those sampled within the attentional window. A more direct
method of finding the neural correlates of interest then was conducted in Experiment 5.1
where EEG data from smoothly changing color trials could be compared to those in
which color was changing randomly. Experiment 5.1 replicated both the behavioral
findings of Pilot Experiment 2 (in finding a significant difference in selection latency
between conditions) and the EEG findings of Pilot Experiment 5 (in not finding any
difference in N2pc or P3 onset latency). While these findings support the idea that the
difference in selection latency is not tied to a difference in attentional onset, they also do
not show any evidence that this behavioral difference is the product of when attention
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disengages. To find a potential neural correlate of attentional disengagement, two
exploratory analyses were implemented. The first was a spectral analysis to test for the
presence of alpha band power, a frequency associated with spatial attention. The second
was to implement an SVM to map a time course of when trial types could be dissociated.
Two hypotheses were tested with the spectral analysis. The first was to test if
there was a difference in alpha power prior to the cue. The attentional drag theory does
not take into account any processes or mental states that might be engaged prior to the
deployment of attention. However, an alternative hypothesis could be that feature
information is extracted earlier in some cases because spatial attention is already
allocated to that location or the participant is generally more alert. If this were the case,
desynchronization of alpha frequencies would be more likely to occur in early selection
trials compared to later selection trials. However, neither the pilot experiment nor
Experiment 5.1 found any difference in alpha power prior to the cue. The second
hypothesis was that if on later selection trials the attentional window is extended in time,
this should mean more alpha desynchronization in the time window after the cue onset.
There was a difference between slow and fast trial in Pilot Experiment 5, however it was
in the opposite direction as predicted, where slow trials showed more alpha power than
fast trials. As this analysis was exploratory, and the effect was not replicated in the
comparison between Smooth and Random trials, it is possible that the finding is
erroneous. Taking the results of both experiments together, there does not appear to be
any explanation of the behavioral effect within alpha power exhibited either before or
after the cue.
The final analysis technique used in this chapter was an SVM, used to decode
early versus late selection trials. This work is quite different from previous studies as the
SVM was not trying to decode the representation of a particular stimulus but rather detect
the end of a cognitive process. This attempt was unsuccessful. However, as studies
typically decode representations as a way of inferring how stimuli are being processed, it
was an interesting exercise in trying to decode these processes directly. These results, as
well as those of the spectral and ERP analyses suggest, that either the method of
recording neural data or the paradigm itself is insufficient to detect the neural correlates
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of this behavioral phenomenon. It could be that a recording method with higher spatial
resolution, such as MEG is necessary. Another solution could be to use a different feature
for sampling, one that is easier to detect from neural data recorded at the scalp such as
location or orientation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

The role of visual attention is to select important information and prioritize its
processing within the visual system in order to provide a coherent perception of the world
while also meeting both time and energy constraints placed on the brain. Not only is there
a vast amount of visual information presented to the brain, it is also often changing, both
as objects in the environment change and as the eyes move from one location to the next,
scanning a scene. To facilitate the selection from this stream of changing information, the
reflexive attention system allows the brain to rapidly deploy attention to a location in the
visual field. This form of attention is stimulus driven in that it cannot be deployed or held
by expectation alone (Callahan-Flintoft, Chen, & Wyble, 2018) but rather requires the
presentation of a salient (Schubö, Schröger, Meinecke, & Müller, 2007) or task-relevant
(Nako, Wu, Smith, & Eimer, 2014) stimulus. In studying this form of attention, a vast
amount of research has been focused on its time course, typically by displaying discrete
stimuli sequentially, such as in RSVP (Jefferies & Witt, 2018) or attentional cueing
(Cheal & Lyon, 1989). However, objects in our environment do not often abruptly appear
and disappear. Instead objects in the world around us can change smoothly along multiple
feature dimensions, such as when a car changes in orientation as it rounds a corner, or
items outside change in luminance as cloud coverage moves. In these scenarios the state
of an object’s features at one time point are closely related to the state presented at
previous time points. As this temporal autocorrelation is often exhibited in our natural
environment, it is important to ensure that findings obtained in the laboratory with
discrete displays translate to instances of temporal autocorrelation seen in the real world.
In comparing results across discrete and smooth display paradigms however, there
are critical discrepancies. Measuring the onset latency of reflexive attention with RSVP
shows that the visual system is capable of selecting information presented simultaneously
with a cue at a lag of under 25 ms (Goodbourn & Holcombe, 2015). Conversely, when
features are changing smoothly, participants on average report the configuration
presented over 100 ms after the cue (Carlson at al., 2006). Though the selection latency is
variable, this increase compared to RSVP studies has been seen in multiple smoothly
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changing features such as color (394 ms), luminance (37 ms), spatial frequency (83 ms)
and entropy (95 ms) (Sheth, Nijhawan, & Shimojo, 2000). This discrepancy in results is
difficult to interpret if one attributes these selection latencies to the onset of attention. As
this proposes that attention, though triggered by very similar cues, is deployed earlier in
the case of discrete stimuli presentation and later with smoothly changing stimuli.
Instead, based on the previous literature and pilot experiments, the attentional drag theory
proposes that this discrepancy in selection latency is not a difference in attentional onset
but rather a difference in the duration of attentional engagement.
As it was originally proposed, the attentional drag theory says that when a cue is
presented, it triggers the rapid deployment of spatial reflexive attention, opening an
attentional window in time. This initial deployment is fast enough that, under the correct
circumstances, the visual system is able to extract information presented simultaneously
with the cue. Once this attentional window is open, temporally autocorrelated feature
change will extend the window in time whereas a transient feature change will close it.
Extending the attentional window results in a larger number of feature values being
amplified where as shortening the attentional window will results in fewer. While the
attentional drag theory does not explicitly state how the ultimate selection of the reported
feature value is made, the assumption is that the more feature values available for
selection (by way of a longer attentional window), the more likely a later presented value
will be selected. By this same logic, the cued value is much more likely to be selected
when the attentional window is short (as in the case of a transient presented after the cue)
because of the limited number of feature values available.
The goal of this dissertation was to test this model of attention by systematically
examining its assumptions and then exploring possible underlying neural correlates. The
first set of assumptions, examined in Chapter 2, pertained to when smooth feature change
extends the attentional window. The most basic of these assumptions is that the reduction
in selection latency seen in the pilot work between smooth and random feature change is
the product of an attentional selection system and not specific to color processing (the
particular feature used in the pilot work). To test this, the first two experiments of this
chapter extended the pilot findings into another feature dimension, orientation. These
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experiments found a similar reduction in selection latency of orientation when orientation
changed in smaller increments around its circular trajectory compared to larger ones.
However, selecting a given orientation from a sequence of random orientations proved to
be too challenging for participants. In order to make the Random condition doable, a
second, follow-up experiment was run where only a single shape at the center of the
screen was presented with a longer SOA. While these adjustments made the Random
condition doable, they also made the Smooth condition much easier, reducing the
selection latency. Therefore, the lack of difference between the Random and Smooth
conditions of Experiment 2.1b is likely not a product of the drag effect only existing in
the color domain, but rather a methodology issue that makes it difficult to test the effect
in orientation. The next assumption tested in Chapter 2 was whether smooth feature
change presented before or after the cue affected selection latency. The attentional drag
theory assumes that the smooth feature change presented after the onset of attention
extends the attentional window in time and leads to a later selection latency. However, an
alternative hypothesis is that the smooth feature change presented prior to the cue allows
the visual system to predict what feature value is next in the trajectory at the time of the
cue and it is this prediction that is reported. Experiment 2.2 found no evidence of
participants reporting the next color along the trajectory when smooth changes occurred
prior to the cue though. Conversely, in the Random-to-Smooth condition, when
participants had no basis on which to form predictions of the stimulus’ color trajectory
(as the disks’ colors changed randomly prior to the cue), there was a significantly later
selection latency, suggesting that the latency difference seen in the pilot work is the
product of the feature change presented after the cue rather than before it. Not only does
the attentional drag theory attribute the increased selection latency to the smooth feature
changes presented after the cue though, specifically the theory attributes the increased
selection latency to the smooth feature change presented in the immediate time window
after the cue. Put another way, the theory assumes that even a single transient presented
after the cue would be sufficient to disengage attention and therefore cause a reduction in
selection latency. The results from testing this assumption were mixed. There was a
selection latency reduction when a long duration mask (108 ms) disrupted the color
stream but not when a short duration mask (54 ms) was used. It is unclear from these two
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experiments whether the reduction seen in the long duration mask is the product of a
more salient (and therefore more effective) transient, or if the reduction is actually a
product of later color values just not being available for sampling.
An important aspect of the attentional drag theory is that smooth and transient
feature changes are two opposing forces on the duration of attentional engagement. It is
not a matter of whether smooth or transient feature change affect the attentional window
but rather that both play a role: smooth feature changes extending the attentional window
while a transient terminating the attentional window. Therefore, as Chapter 2 explored
the role of smooth feature changes, Chapter 3 examined the constraints of a transient’s
effect on feature sampling. The results of Chapter 3 showed that a single transient in
orientation (a task-irrelevant feature) was sufficient to reduce the selection latency in
color, despite the fact that the smooth color trajectory was never itself disrupted.
However, a similar orientation change in stimuli surrounding a smoothly changing
colored disk had no effect on color selection latency. Similarly, a change in luminance in
the periphery also had no effect on color sampling. It is well known that transients
improve temporal accuracy in the selection of feature information (Holcombe &
Cavanagh, 2008; Nishida & Johnston, 2002). These results add to previous work by
specifying that such transients are only helpful when they occur at the attended or
sampled location.
Building off Chapter 3’s initial findings that a transient in one feature can affect
the sampling of another feature, the experiments of Chapter 4 explored how the
attentional window is affected when multiple features of an object are selected. As a
spatial model of attention, the attentional drag theory would predict that a transient in one
feature would terminate the attentional window at that location, resulting in an earlier
selection latency of both features. However, an alternative theory could be that attention
is applied at the feature level, essentially allowing for two, independent attentional
windows so that a transient in one feature only effects its own selection latency. The
results of Experiment 4.1 and its replication supported those of Chapter 3: a transient in
orientation significantly reduced the selection latency of color. One might assume that
this supports the spatial account of the attentional drag theory. However, this effect was
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asymmetric across features such that a transient in color did not produce a reduction in
the latency of orientation selection. This asymmetry in influence between the two
features does not support either the spatial based or feature based forms of attention
previously hypothesized.
Finally, the experiments of Chapter 5 employed three different analysis
techniques on two EEG data sets in order to find a neural correlate to the behavioral
phenomenon demonstrated throughout this dissertation. A classic ERP analysis of two
well-studied components showed that early and late feature selection were not the
product of either the onset of attention or encoding in either experiment. This supports
the attentional drag theory’s assumption that selection latency is determined more by
when attention disengages from a location rather than when it engages. In order to find a
neural correlate of disengagement, two exploratory analyses were used: a spectral
analysis for measuring alpha power before an after the cue and a support vector machine
for decoding early versus late selection trials. Neither of these analyses found
consistently significant results across experiments. This could be the product of these
particular approaches being ill suited for the particular task or that perhaps EEG data
lacks the necessary specificity to tease out the neural signature of attentional
disengagement.
Together the results of the previous chapters shed important insight on how we
attend to information in the world around us. As a vast amount of attention literature has
used discrete stimuli, there may be important cognitive processes being missed by not
exploring what happens when objects remain in view, smoothly changing in time. For
instance, in Experiment 2.2 it was discussed that while participants do not appear to be
reporting predicted, future colors based on the trajectory presented prior to the cue, the
visual system could still be engaging in a different form of prediction. It could be that
what drives attentional engagement is a prediction that features of an object will stay
relatively the same, remaining within some local area of feature space. When this
prediction is met, as in the case of smooth feature change, attention remains engaged at
that location, continuing to sample. However, when this prediction fails, as in the case of
a feature transient, attention disengages. One way of implementing this with a neural
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Figure 35: A) An illustration of Gaussian tuning curves for simulated color neurons. B) Simulated membrane potentials
for color neurons with smooth (left) or random (right) color presentation input. The dotted, grey line represents the
maximum potential one neuron can reach with a single presentation (108 ms) of its preferred color. With random
presentation, this is the highest any one neuron’s potential can get. However, with smooth presentation, a neurons
activation can build on itself and exceed this level of activation.

circuit would be to consider the tuning curves of feature cells. For example, it is known
that color-responsive cells in V1 exhibit a tuning curve around their preferred color, such
that firing rates are highest when the preferred color is presented with gradations of firing
in response to neighboring colors (Wachtler, Sejnowski, & Albright, 2003). As a proof of
concept, a simple computational model was built to simulate the membrane potentials of
color neurons (O’Reilly & Munakata, 2000). Each neuron receives excitation from
inputted color values, weighted by a Guassian distribution (Figure 35A). In this way, the
prediction that the color of an object will remain within some local area of color space is
implemented in the increase in activation of neighboring color neurons when a particular
color is presented to the system. The consequence of this is that when similar colors are
presented to the system sequentially, as in the case of smooth color change, a given
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neuron’s activation is able to build on itself from one timepoint to the next, creating more
activation generally across the population of color neurons (Figure 35B, left).
Conversely, when colors are changing randomly, there is no such relationship between
inputted colors from timestep to timestep and therefore fewer opportunities for any one
color neuron’s activation to accumulate (Figure 35B, right). A typical implementation of
attention is as an enhancement of feedforward excitation from early visual cells, where
the system’s engagement is dependent on the activation level of these cells (Mozer,
Halligan, & Marshall, 1997; Zirnsak, Beuth, Hamker, 2011). Under this implementation,
the more activation in earl visual cells, the longer attentional enhancement can be
sustained. In this context, the consequence of this would be that when color input into the
system is smoothly changing, color neurons are able to build up a higher level of
activation and therefore sustain attentional engagement longer. Under random color
presentation, this build up of activation is not possible and therefore attentional
engagement is brief. This is one, albeit very simple, possible neural frameworks for how
the visual system might build and test predictions of object change through time.
Using salient feature change as boundary points to parse time like this is similar to
theories of how larger timescales are parsed into events (Zacks et al., 2007). In such
theories the visual system generates predictions about the current event perceived using
an event model (such as predicting “runs water” for the event of “washing dishes”).
When those predictions are met, the event model remains engaged. When those
predictions fail, time is segmented, the event model thrown out, and sampling of the
environment begins in order to select the next appropriate model. The visual cues that
trigger an event boundary have been found in both low-level features, such as spatial
separation of stimulus onset (Paine & Gilden, 2013) or shape change (Tauzin, 2015), and
high-level cues, such as entering a new room or the completion of a task (Magliano,
Radvansky, Forsythe, & Copeland, 2014). It could be that the visual system employs a
similar strategy in perception on much shorter timescales as well. Assume, for a moment,
that the attentional drag is the product of object-based attention. It may be that when an
object’s features exhibit temporal autocorrelation, it indicates that the same object is
continuously present in our field of view though its features are changing in time. The
response then is to maintain attentional engagement with that object and continue
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sampling. Conversely a transient change may break the object representation, signaling to
the visual system that the previously attended item has been replaced by something
different, resulting in the termination of attention in order to preserve the information
sampled from the object present at the time attention was originally deployed.
Of course, the results indicate that the process is not quite that simple. The
asymmetry outlined in Chapter 4 (where an orientation transient shortens color sampling
but a color transient does not affect orientation sampling) suggests that if the attentional
drag is produced by the perception of object cohesion through time, then all features of
that object are not weighted equally. In other words, the fact that an orientation transient
disrupts sampling of both orientation and color, when color does not have such an effect
on both features, suggests that there may be something privileged about the orientation or
contours of an object that define its representation. In this interpretation, an object maybe
perceived as persisting in the visual world even if there is a large, sudden change in its
color, but such a perception is broken if there is a large, sudden change in the object’s
orientation. The presentation of such a transient in orientation then would necessarily

Figure 36: An illustration of a potential attentional system that could account for the results presented
here. In this model there are two separate attention mechanisms, one dependent on the other. The first is
a color attention neuron which samples information from color neurons. Activation of the color attention
neuron requires excitation from both the color neurons and the object attention neuron. The object
attention neuron samples object-critical features and is sustained by excitation from object-critical feature
neurons. In this way, a loss of activation of object-critical feature neurons (as would occur during an
orientation transient) would end object-critical feature sampling as well as color sampling. However a loss
of color neuron activation (as would occur during a color transient) would only cause termination of color
sampling.
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lead to the perception that a new object had replaced the previous one. However, it is not
the case that color is just a down-weighted feature dimension, such that a transient in
color has no effect on attentional sampling. Color transients have been repeatedly shown
throughout this dissertation to have a significant effect on color sampling, though this
effect does not cross over into the sampling of other feature dimensions. One way to
account for these results is with two forms of attentional sampling, both deployed in
response to the cue, one dependent on the other (Figure 36). The first is a color-specific
form of attentional sampling, represented as the color attention neuron, that enhances
excitation from color neurons alone. The color attention neuron is kept active by
receiving excitation not only from color neurons but also the object attention neuron (an
object form of attention). In this way, there are two possible causes for a loss of
activation of the color neuron and therefore a termination in color sampling. The first is
insufficient excitation from the color neurons, as might occur when randomly changing
colors are presented to the system. The second is a loss of excitation from the object
attention neuron. The object attention neuron enhances excitation from object-critical
feature neurons. Here, orientation is considered an object-critical feature as it is
hypothesized that a transient in orientation disrupts the object representation, which is
why an orientation transient is seen to affect the attentional sampling of other features of
that object. However, there could be other features of an object in which a transient also
has such an effect. Furthermore, orientation of the full shape may not be represented in
the brain as a unified feature but rather a composition of neural responses from cells such
as those responsive to contours (von der Heydt, Peterhans, & Baumgartner, 1984) or endstop cells (Yazdanbakhsh & Livingstone, 2006). For this reason, the neurons which
feedforward excitation to the object attention neuron are referred to generally as objectcritical feature neurons. The object attention neuron therefore only falls below its
activation threshold when there is a loss of excitation from these object-critical feature
neurons. In this way, a transient in object-critical feature neurons not only shuts off the
object attention neuron (and therefore the sampling of object-critical feature information),
but also shuts off color sampling through the loss of excitation to the color attention
neuron. While such an attentional system would account for the results seen here, this
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implementation is counter to previous ideas which tend to think of attention as either
feature-based or object-based, but rarely a hierarchical hybrid of the two.
Together the results presented here shed light on how the attentional system
samples feature information in our visual field. Many assumptions of the attentional drag
theory were supported, such as feature temporal autocorrelation presented after the onset
of attention being critical to the sustained engagement of attention and transients needing
to occur at the attended location in order to terminate the attentional window. However
other results proved that a more complicated model is required in order to account for a
possible hierarchical organization of object features such that a transient in one may
affect the sampling of both while a transient in another feature may only affect its own
sampling. This segmentation of continuous streams of information into attentional
windows of varying lengths could be how we parse information into meaningful units.
For instance, when observing a person’s face, the visual system is presented with a
variety of smoothly changing features as the face changes from one state to the next.
However our perception is of clear, discrete, emotional expressions rather than a stream
of transitions. This perception may in part be due to the visual attention system using the
temporal autocorrelation of features as well as transients to signal when one unit of
meaningful information has ended, and another has begun. Understanding how these
feature changes affect attentional engagement therefore may provide important insights
into how the visual system builds a coherent representation of the world around us out of
a stream of complex changing information.
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Appendix
Complete list distribution parameters for all experiments
The following is a table of all of the means and standard deviations of the
distributions reported in this dissertation. The means are reported in time as this is the
way they were analyzed and because translating the mean into time makes them
comparable across both smooth and random presentation conditions. The standard
deviating is only reported for smooth presentation conditions. This is because only these
conditions allowed for a fitted von Mises distribution. Therefore, in these conditions, the
standard deviation of the von Mises can be reported, excluding the uniform component of
the distribution. The standard deviations have been left in degrees as they are the
compilation of not only temporal variance but also sensory-motor and working memory
variability.
Experiment

Condition

Feature reported

Pilot Experiment 1

Smooth_fine
Smooth_coarse
Smooth
Random
Smooth_fine
Smooth_coarse
Smooth
Random
Smooth

Pilot Experiment 2
Experiment 2.1a
Experiment 2.1b
Experiment 2.1b
(follow-up)
Pilot Experiment 3
Experiment 2.2
Experiment 2.2
(replication)
Experiment 2.3
Experiment 2.3b
Experiment 3.1
Experiment 3.2
Experiment 3.2b
Pilot Experiment 4

Color
Color
Color
Color
Orientation
Orientation
Orientation
Orientation
Orientation

Mean
(ms)
209
162
112
2
218
159
182
N/A
33

SD (°)
38
41
N/A
N/A
23
24
N/A
N/A
N/A

Random
Predictable
Smooth-to-Random
Random-to-Smooth
Smooth-to-Random

Orientation
Color
Color
Color
Color

15
169
3
91
0

N/A
27
N/A
N/A
N/A

Random-to-Smooth
No-Mask
Mask
No-Mask
Mask
No-Change
Change
No-Change
Change
Smooth-T
Random-T
Fovea

Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color
Color

47
152
20
128
142
262
118
148
162
190
181
126

N/A
38
33
34
59
39
32
30
31
33
30
28
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Color-Smooth
Orientation-Smooth
All-Smooth

Orientation
Color
Orientation
Color
Orientation
Color
Orientation
Color

200
221
234
138
186
33
188
80

28
32
27
36
25
28
27
33

Color-Smooth
Orientation-Smooth
Smooth_fine
Smooth
Random

Orientation
Color
Orientation
Color
Color
Color

195
48
181
165
127
14

28
27
28
30
N/A
N/A

Periphery
Experiment 4.1

Experiment 4.1
(replication)

Pilot Experiment 5
Experiment 5.1

All-Smooth
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